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Happy 
Chinese 

New Year!
The Chinese new year sees Signet launch their second training IST 
and AST events for CRSC in association with Ricardo Rail at their 
Beijing offices. China being a significant influence this year as the 
annual IRSE convention is also to be held in Beijing this October. 

In our 20th year we would like to wish all our clients a happy, 
healthy and prosperous year! We look forward to helping you 
achieve longevity in your business by training the next generation 
of engineers.
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NEWS VIEW 219

The signalling and telecommunications industry world-wide is currently busy.  Here in 
the northern hemisphere, we are experiencing the winter period with long dark nights 
and short days. For many of us it means leaving home in the dark and returning in the 
dark.  With looming deadlines and planned commissionings at Easter 2016, it is easy to 
disrupt and upset our work life/home life balance and focus more on work! 

Whilst we depend on our work for our livelihood, it is most important that we 
maintain healthy relationships with our families and loved ones during this busy time. 
Life is not all about work you know!  The stresses and strains of work can contribute to 
tiredness and potential heath-related issues. So please keep an eye on yourself and the 
others around you.  Sometimes stopping to think and checking on issues or concerns 
make all the difference! 

IRSE NEWS will always welcome any articles the various new and alternative technical 
solutions from around the world, but it is most important that we understand the 
membership and their involvement.  So we want to hear from you, however large or 
small the information that you have may be!

When you send an article for potential publication, please DO NOT embed your 
pictures within it.  Please send all your photographs as individual image files (along 
with captions and name of the photographer), separately from your article, which 
should be in a Word file.

The editorial team always looks forward to receiving your feedback and comments.  
Thanks as ever for your continued support, but please remember that this is your 
magazine for your Institution.  Make your balanced contribution today!
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Historical background
With a view to minimising the risk of incidents and accidents at 
level crossings, as well as optimising operating methods and 
traffic management, the Portuguese rail network has adopted 
a new technical and operating concept known as Simplified 
Computerised System of Operation (SISE in Portuguese). This 
novel concept has been applied on the Vouga line since 2011.

The Vouga line is a metre gauge line operating an average of 
40 local trains per day. The route runs for 96 km from Aveiro to 
Espinho, serving 13 stations and 31 halts. The location of the line 
is shown in Figure 2, and the layout of Aveiro in Figure 3.

Running parallel to the Northern route, the Vouga line was 
previously operated on a telephonic block basis, with the line 
controller (located originally at Sernada do Vouga station) 
managing the movement authority to all trains.

Telephones were also used for advising crossing keepers when a 
train was approaching a manned level crossing. Crossing keepers 
are provided at locations handling higher levels of road traffic. 
The majority of level crossings (more than half) have no special 
safety requirements, however.  At less important crossings safety 
relies on visibility, with road vehicles waiting at stop signs and 
alerted by audible warning, with trains using their horns to warn 
of their approach to the level crossing. Cars must be able to see 
train at a distance of d=3.5×v in metres, where v is the maximum 
speed in km/h.

The rolling stock fleet consists of seven diesel multiple units, 
with repair workshops located in Sernada do Vouga, a station 
located halfway along the Vouga line.

Technology improvements
In April 2011 movement authorities based on telephone 
dispatching were eliminated and replaced by a computerised 
system that automated the procedures for managing and 
operating the line, so as to maximise safety levels. Until then, the 
safety was solely in the hands of the operating staff, with the risk 
of human error. After that, railway operations were automated, 
ensuring levels of safety on a par with the rest of the Portuguese 
rail network equipped with conventional signalling systems.

With the introduction of this innovative system, manual 
timetabling ceased on the Vouga line. This precise and long-
established procedure for timetabling trains included information 
regarding the actual movement of trains (in Portuguese the 
expression used is ‘give  hours’ at the stations) and was directly 
related to the movement authority granted to trains, marked 
by red arrows on the time-distance graph, indicating their 
direction and section of route to be covered. An example is 
given in Figure 4. Safety was assured based on this diagram 
alone! The concept relied on local personnel (station staff and 
train crews) calling the controller (located at the operations 
management centre) to pass on up-to-the minute information of 
train movements (‘give hours’ of the real schedule), for instance 
the actual arrival and departure time of trains at a specific station. 
This is a practical procedure for locating trains.

Figure 1 — Onscreen track diagram, showing signalling under test.

Figure 2 — The location of the Vouga line in the northern division of 
the Portuguese rail network. Source: Infrastructures of Portugal, the 

Portuguese Rail Infrastructure Manager.

PORTUGUESE INNOVATION

Simplified systems of signalling and operation  
– a practical and successful exercise
Nuno Silvério Barrento MIRSE
Railway Safety Manager, Portuguese Rail Infrastructure Manager
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The new computerised system speeds up the procedures 
related to movement authority by reserving (locking) sections 
of track between stations for specific trains, making use of small 
industrial computers of the Programmable Logic Controller 
(PLC) type and by portable Personal Digital Assistant (PDA) 
communications equipment. Train crews no longer need to 
visit the telephone room at station to request movement 
authority. To achieve this function, PLCs are used to handle 
low-level interlocking functions between stations, with the PDAs 
supporting the high-level procedures between the operator at 
the rail operations management centre and the train crews.

This new method reduces the degree of human decision-taking 
in operating processes, both locally (on board trains and at 
stations) and centrally (in the operations management centre), 
minimising the risk of human error. The system also provides 
certain non-failsafe mechanisms, particularly in the management 
of exclusive movement authority to the section of route between 
stations (designed to accomplish a safety level SIL3).

Stimulus
Initially the key motivation behind the implementation of this 
project was to increase the safety level of road level crossings (at 
a total of 54 locations) and to reduce the number of accidents at 
these critical points of rail infrastructure. The scope of this project 
involving level crossings was characterised as follows:

• Full automation of 52 level crossings with physical obstacle 
(half-barriers);

• Complete automation of one ungated level crossing 
(without half-barriers);

• Implementation of one rail-road interface to manage 
the traffic on a bridge shared between both modes of 
transport. Railway traffic has priority for crossing the bridge 
(given the restricted width of the decking, it is not possible 
to allow simultaneous movement of both types of traffic).

Associated with the automation of these level crossings, a 
process was developed for improving the management and 
operation conditions of the line, which led to the specification of 
modern operating methods.

As part of the international public tender, the contractual 
procedure included the installation of the system and 
maintenance for five years, optimising the overall costs. Alstom 
Transport developed the overall solution (as supplier of signalling 
systems and integrator of technologies) in accordance with the 
special and specific requirements of Portuguese rail infrastructure 
manager.

System architecture – summary
The description of the system begins with the technical and 
systemic architecture of SISE, which is modular and layered. It can 
be stratified hierarchically as follows:

• Signalling of stations, comprising treadles at their outer 
limits, electrical exit signals (as shown in Figure 5) and 
technical procedures for locking the track section between 
stations;

• Level crossings, protected by rail signals (on account of the 
non failsafe nature of activating warning bells, illuminating 
flashing red light signals for road traffic and lowering the 
half-barriers); 

• Direct telephone lines provided to manned level crossings, 
for alerting the keeper of trains approaching the manned 
level crossings or when local equipment failures arise 
(enforced manning by operational staff);

Figure 3 — Track plan of Aveiro station. Source: Infrastructures of Portugal, the Portuguese Rail Infrastructure Manager.

Figure 4 — The final hours of manual dispatching on the Vouga line 
shown on a time-distance graph.
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• Wireless networks using Wi-Fi technology at stations, 
providing voice communication between trains and 
operations management centre, also assuring the data 
protocol necessary for the operations procedures of SISE;

• Portable equipment  (i.e. PDAs) aboard trains, operating 
only at stations using the Wi-Fi connection. Away from  
stations the PDA can be used for data look-up of stored 
information, such as speed restrictions and operating data 
related to movement of trains;

• Operations management centre, functioning as 
overall aggregator of the signalling, operating and 
telecommunications subsystems.

Fibre optic cables were installed along the entire line, providing 
the dedicated physical communications medium necessary to 
interconnect all equipment and components of SISE. This is 
shown in Figure 6. Signalling and traffic operations functions 
of SISE are supported by Internet Protocol (IP) technology, 

with a dedicated Virtual 
Local Area Network 
(VLAN) serving all critical 
applications. Note that 
the physical redundancy 
is ensured by the 
telecommunications 
infrastructure of the 
Northern line, creating 
a ring network. When a 
problem occurs in the 
telecommunications 
equipment along the 
Vouga line, the IP network 
connects to, and routes via, 
the Northern line.

In order to minimise the 
costs of the solution, the 
facilities are not provided 
with physical redundancy 
(which would be normal 
in conventional signalling 
systems to ensure the SIL4 
requirements) other than 

the power supply system (public electricity network and batteries) 
and central servers (in cluster configuration, shown in Figure 7) to 
assure availability of the overall system. Compliance with the SIL3 
and SIL4 safety requirements used in SISE is described below.

System architecture – signalling at stations
The location of individual trains is detected by means of 
bidirectional electronic treadles (Figure 8) installed at each end 
of the station, near the toe of the outermost points of the station. 
The same technology used in station treadles is also employed 
for the treadles at level crossings and by the track sectioning 
function of axle counters installed on the rail-road interface of 
the shared bridge at Sernada do Vouga. The inductive electronic 
wheel sensor used is ZK24-2 from Altpro (Croatia), with different 
processing modules attached according to the intended 
functionality as simple treadle or axle counter.

Points at stations are of the trailing type using a resetting device 
based on hydraulic equipment (this solution is more robust and 
effective) or sprung turnout blades. In the normal position these 
points direct trains to enter the station by taking the left-hand 
divergence. They are trailed by trains leaving the station. This 
type of points is not supervised, meaning that signal aspects do 
not take account of the position of these points. Accordingly, 
drivers must drive ‘on sight’ with a maximum speed of 30 km/h 
until the train has released all points.

Figure 5 — Exit signal at Aveiro station, showing  
absolute stop indication. Photo Pedro Ferreira.

IP Telephone

IP Telephone

IP Telephone

PDA/Softphone

PDA/Softphone

Access point

Access point

Manning key

High-sounding bell

Station 1

Station 2 

Level 
crossing 1

Figure 6 — Communications architecture, showing how the technical 
components of the SISE are interconnected.

Figure 7 — Front view of the cabinet 
at the operations management centre, 

showing redundant servers.  
Photo Pedro Ferreira.

Figure 8 — Rail wheel sensor used as treadle and axle counter.  
Photo Pedro Ferreira.
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Station entry signals remain unchanged from the fixed boards 
used previously, giving permission to run at a maximum speed 
of 30 km/h (‘drive on sight’ mode) over the trailing points. The 
exit signals, however, control access to the track section ahead 
between this and the next station and also control the warnings 
to road traffic provided at level crossings. Consequently the 
exit signal shows the proceed aspect (a white vertical rectangle) 
only if the level crossings with half-barriers are proved to be 
lowered, with bells sounding and road signals activated. These 
exit signals are electrical and based on LED technology, showing, 
in simplified form, one of two signal aspects (the third ‘aspect’ — 
of an unlit signal — indicates a fault condition). Figure 10 shows 
these aspects.

For safety reasons, the control requirements for the white aspect 
of exit signals verify in combination the following conditions:

• Execution of the protocol to reserve (lock) the track section 
between stations or for shunting in the station (similar to a 
route establishment);

• Confirmation that the destination track section is free 
(similar to a track circuit free of trains) – this is only for the 
exit route to the next station;

Figure 9 — Trailing point number 2 at Sernada do Vouga station. 
Photo Pedro Ferreira.

Exit Signal

Red aspect 
(‘closed’) 

White aspect 
(‘open’) 

Off aspect 
(‘dark’ — fault indication)

Figure 10  — The three aspects shown by exit signals (a horizontal 
red rectangle means absolute stop whilst a vertical white rectangle 

indicates authority to proceed).

• Confirmation that there is no conflicting track reservation 
established in the opposite direction;

• Confirmation that all unmanned level crossings are closed 
against road traffic (the PLC at the station communicates 
with PLCs at level crossings to prepare the audible and 
visual warning process).

After this the exit signal clears to the white aspect only after a 
suitable time has elapsed to assure the legal time required for 
giving warning at level crossings (a minimum of 25 seconds for 
level crossings with half-barriers). If a level crossing is located 
extremely close beyond the exit signal, the delay period before 
the exit signal can be cleared is equal to the warning time for the 
level crossing, allowing the legal time to elapse before the train 
can proceed.

The management of exclusive movement authority to sections 
of route between stations or for shunting in the stations is 
designed to accomplish SIL3, which is assured by dedicated 
PLCs in back-to-back configuration (one at each end of section 
of track between stations). This safety-related PLC model (type 
HIMatrix-F30) is manufactured by HIMA.

To further enhance safety, the movement authority process for 
trains has two levels of execution: the initial low physical level 
provided by PLC (including verification that no incompatible 
movements exist, unoccupied status of the track section between 
stations, confirmation of proper operation of the PLC and other 
equipment, etc.). In addition to these safety requirements, a 
second high logical level procedure is established between the 
operator in the operations management centre and the train 
crew, by means of the PDAs.

System architecture – signalling at level crossings
The audible and visual warning process to the first level crossing 
on the section of track between stations is triggered by a timed 
scheme based on the passage of the first wheel of train over the 
treadle at the station. Successive warnings are also generated on 
a timed basis, by each level crossing to the next level crossing(s). 
It is possible to provide warnings to multiple level crossings if 
these are located in close succession. The timed warning process 
enables the warning command to be sent immediately to the 
level crossing equipment, which decrements (counts down) 
the time to train approach to the warning and barrier closure. 
Since this type of warning is not failsafe, the level crossings are 
controlled, i.e. protected, by signals on both sides. Some level 
crossings are protected by the same pair or set of signals, on 
account of their physical proximity.

Protection signals at level crossings provide two different 
operating aspects using a triangular format. Flashing red and 
flashing white are the two valid signal aspects, as shown in 
Figure 11 overleaf. Figure 12 shows a typical level crossing signal.

Since automated level crossings need to operate in a failsafe 
mode and because the generation process of timed warnings is 
non-failsafe, the solution is supported by the opening command 
of protection signals (flashing white aspect) and the release of 
audible and visual warnings to guarantee the SIL4 safety integrity 
level. This  uses control of the half-barriers’ closure to enable 
the opening command of the protection signals, and the dual 
combination of a short track circuit (negative information) with 
a bidirectional treadle (positive information) to reset (open) the 
level crossing, as a way to ensure the operation in failsafe mode.

Audio-frequency technology is used for the transmission 
of electrical signals in short track circuits at level crossings, 
employing the model ME-3091 supplied by Electrans (Spain).

Another failsafe technique is applied to the proving of the 
red light signals for road traffic at level crossings not provided 

S3/M1

S3/M1

S3/M1
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with half-barriers, ensuring that the mechanism for providing 
warnings is working properly when trains approach. This enables 
the crossing protection signal to be commanded to display the 
flashing white aspect. This principle is applied also on the river 
bridge at Sernada do Vouga, which is shared between rail and 
road traffic on a similar basis to a level crossing. For this purpose 
failsafe control modules are employed using LED lamps from 
Desico, respectively D1UCL04 and TR3FS for level crossings and 
rail-road bridge (basically varying the number of inputs).

The function of relaying or ‘chaining’ audible and visual 
warnings from one level crossing to the next level crossing is 
achieved by using PLCs that communicate sequentially with each 

other through a closed 
network dedicated to 
these critical applications 
using a communication 
process based on IP 
protocol. Since PLCs 
used in level crossing 
logic do not need 
to satisfy failsafe 
requirements (the level 
crossings are controlled 
by protection signals), an 
industrial controller was 
employed that differed 
from the PLCs used at 
stations, the MicroLogix 
1100 supplied by Allen-
Bradley. Figure 13 shows 
the equipment found at a 
level crossing, and Figure 
14 shows the interior of a 
level crossing cabinet.

This philosophy of 
generating audible and 
visual warnings by means 
of standalone equipment 

renders task-specific treadles (located at the warning distance 
from level crossings, on both sides) and associated equipment 
unnecessary, a fact that both simplifies the technical solution 
significantly and reduces its global cost. This achieves a major 
impact on reliability and availability (less equipment implies fewer 
failures). The added value of this ingenious solution results from 
optimising the equipment used, with all the advantages arising 
from this philosophy!

Furthermore, the use of solid state technology, i.e. using 
electronic devices, for these level crossings achieves a 
configuration simpler than that of conventional level crossings 
(equipped with relay-based logic), leading to a much reduced 
implementation cost and a higher level of versatility and 
modularity.

System architecture – communications at stations
Communications for supporting SISE are site-specific (localised), 
being provided only at particular points along the line, such as 
at stations and level crossings. This feature further reduces the 
overall cost of implementation in this system.

Level Crossing Signal

Flashing red aspect  
(‘drive on sight’) 

Flashing white aspect 
(‘without restrictions’)

Off aspect 
(‘dark’ — fault indication)

Red aspect 
(‘fixed red’ — fault indication)

White aspect 
(‘fixed white’ — fault indication)

SPN1

SPN1

SPN1

SPN1

SPN1

Figure 11  — Level crossing signal aspects.

Figure 12  — Level crossing protection signal. Photo Pedro Ferreira.

Figure 13  — Outdoor equipment for a level crossing -  
warning status. Photo Pedro Ferreira.

Figure 14 — Front view of a level 
crossing cabinet. 

Photo Pedro Ferreira.
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In station areas, voice and data communication with the 
operations management centre is served by wireless networks 
(Wi-Fi technology with the IEEE 802.11g interface), providing 
voice communications and implementing the data protocols of 
SISE. The coverage area of these wireless networks is confined 
to the station and surroundings (including shunting tracks). To 
cater for abnormal operating conditions (under degraded mode 
of communications),  operational telephones are provided in wall 
cabinets at stations for direct communication with the operations 
management centre and level crossings on either side of the 
station along the line.

Figure 15 shows a typical station cabinet with its Wi-Fi antenna 
and Figure 16 shows a theoretical simulation of the radio 
coverage at a station. 

All voice communications are provided using Voice over IP 
(VoIP) technology, both onboard trains (the PDA incorporates 
a mobile phone) and at the trackside (using fixed telephones 
in cabinets at stations and level crossings, Figure 17) for 
communicating with the operations management centre. 

Voice communication is essential at all level crossings, where 
fixed telephones are provided for communicating direct with 
adjacent stations. Prior to implementation of the SISE system it 
was possible to establish telephone contact only at stations and 
manned level crossings, which was very limiting from the point of 
view of railway operations and emergency rescue.

System architecture – on-train communications
To enable the execution of the operational protocols of SISE, 
train crews can interact with the line controller at the operations  
management centre using PDA-type  portable equipment fixed 
in a cradle located in the train driver’s cab (Figure 18). The PDA 
used is Motorola’s model MC70. 

If communications are reduced to degraded mode (PDA 
equipment or the Wi-Fi network fault) the train crew must go 
to the technical cabinet at a station in order to contact the 
line controller in the operations management centre (who will 
give formal authority for movement). In this degraded mode of 

Figure 15 — Front view of a station cabinet 
with Wi-Fi antenna above.  

Photo Pedro Ferreira.

Figure 16 — Propagation diagram of the radio 
coverage at a station (theoretical simulation). 

Photo Efacec Electronic Systems. 

Figure 17 — VoIP telephone for use 
by railway staff at a level crossing. 

Photo Pedro Ferreira.

operation, access to the next section of track is still possible, 
but only if the line controller activates ‘degraded mode of 
communications on the train’ functionality. In this case the data 
protocol of SISE is replaced by using the lineside telephone to 
request, and be given consent for, train movement authority.

In short, when the data mode of SISE prevails over voice 
communication, predefined text messages (or specific ones tailor-
made for each situation) are exchanged between the train crew 
and line controller at the operations management centre. For 
reasons relating to issues of safety, integrity and traceability of 
communications, all messages concerning SISE data protocol are 
stored and all voice calls recorded.

System architecture – operations management 
centre
The management of resources associated with the contingency 
plan for controlling the national rail network determined that 
the operations management centre should be located at Aveiro 
(Figure 19), sharing the control room of Aveiro’s wide-area 
interlocking system, which operates and controls signalling of 
the Northern line between the halt at Quintans and the station at 
Válega (approximately 38 km of double-track line, containing four 
stations and four halts). This solution enables local operation of 
the interlocking at Aveiro in case of extreme necessity, although 

Figure 18 — Onboard portable equipment, showing the 
 PDA in its cradle. Photo Pedro Ferreira. 
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this is normally carried out remotely from the main operations 
control centre of Porto (in Contumil Station) .

Given the centralisation of operating functions, the controller 
in the operations management centre started also to provide 
the warnings to the manned level crossings, a role previously 
carried out by the train crew in the telephone room at stations. 
As a means of remembering the need to provide the required 
warnings to manned level crossings, SISE provides an early 
warning message when the protocol for reserving the track 
section between stations is carried out (prior to setting the exit 
signal to ‘line clear’).

The onscreen signalling diagram at the operations management 
centre enables the visualisation of train positions along the line, 
supported by display of the trains’ running numbers. This is 
achieved by (1) authentication from the PDAs using the wireless 
network and the passage of trains over treadles at the stations, 
and (2) the passage of trains over treadles and through the short 
track circuit of level crossings. This solution provides a simplified 
and elegant mechanism for tracking trains automatically by 
showing their train description number, which of course is 
common practice in conventional signalling systems and control 
centres.

SISE also allows real-time monitoring of subsystems and 
equipment, as well as data recording and storage of all events 
and operational procedures for further analysis if necessary (in 
case of accidents or other incidents, either for assisting and 
supporting maintenance tasks or else for training proposes).

A key feature of SISE is the way in which the technical and 
operational specifications of this novel system drew on some of 
the best features of conventional signalling systems, for instance:
• Including a specific command for ‘signal replacement in 

emergency’ (for simplicity, without checking approach 
locking);

• Adapting the philosophy of commands for blocking track 
sections against route setting/establishment, from the 
viewpoint  of ‘block track section between stations against 
reservation process’ and its cancellation;

• Standardising onscreen status indications on the signalling 
diagram according to signalling elements, layouts and 
the reservation (locking) of track sections (similar to the 
conventional ‘paths’ of signalling systems);

• Manual control over the elements on the signalling diagram 
display (signals, track sections, level crossings, train 
numbers, etc.);

• Including smart features on the time-distance graph, for 
providing dynamic information of an operational nature.

Operating procedures
Following the technical features described above, it is now time 
to list the end-to-end functions carried out by the controller in 
the operations management centre and also by train crews to 
facilitate movement authority for trains on the Vouga line (there 
are procedures that require the collaboration of both players 
to execute certain procedures of SISE). These procedures are 
essentially based on the following functions:
• Registration on the PDA device and authentication by 

software tools at the operations management centre;
• Reservation (locking) of track sections between stations 

(movement authorities);
• Special provision is made for movements made by yellow 

on-track maintenance machines (see below);
• Reservation (locking) of track sections for shunting at each 

end of stations;
• Cancellation of movement authorities (normal and 

shunting);
• Signal replacement to ‘danger’ in emergency, allowing 

extraordinary stopping of trains;
• Marking train services as completed (when trains arrive at 

their destination);
• Special command for emergency reservation (locking) of 

track sections between stations if occupied (providing train 
assistance and rescue);

• Activation of degraded mode of communications, when 
caused by failure of Wi-Fi equipment (fixed and mobile);

• Bidirectional (bilateral) exchange of text messages 
(predefined or free-format messages);

• Partial and total cancellation of trains (timetabled or 
engineering train movements);

• Making changes necessary for trains travelling in opposing 
directions to cross, improving knowledge about movement 
authorities;

• Blocking track section between stations in accordance with 
the reservation (locking) process;

• Protocol for traffic management (exclusive access) at the 
shared rail and road bridge at Sernada do Vouga;

• Terminating sessions for train crews (end of daily shift or 
exchange of train crews).

The measures mentioned above cover all situations, including 
‘short workings’ necessary for track maintenance works:

• Normally a route is released only if a train runs through the 
entire block section between stations (entering at one end 
and exiting at the other);

• For specified non revenue-earning trains, such as yellow 
track machines, the system allows route release without 
requiring the normal movement of a train (all the way from 
one station to the next);

• The system also provides for a special ‘movement as far as 
kilometre point’ function that allows normal route release 
without the train travelling the entire route (departing 
from one station and returning to the same station). This 
feature enables a filter for cancellation of warnings to level 
crossings downstream of the defined ‘kilometre point’.

The controller at the operations management centre acts on the 
elements shown on the onscreen track diagram for command 
and control of operations (Figure 20). As a result of these actions, 
instructions appear on the screen of PDA devices, which the train 
crew must observe and confirm. 

Figure 19 — Control room at Aveiro station — working area of the 
operations management centre. Photo Pedro Ferreira. 
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Operating instructions sent to PDA devices require confirmation 
by train crews before they can take effect in the system. An 
example of this kind of co-dependence is the way in which the 
release (unlocking) of track sections between stations takes place 
only after confirmation that the train has arrived complete at the 
station and is stopped within the boundaries of the stabling area, 
thus blocking (by logic) access to the track section by another 
train (Figure 20).

Improvements made in phase two
After the necessary technical stabilisation of the system (six 
months after initial introduction) some improvements were made 
to the SISE solution. One of these was the commissioning of a 
level crossing without half-barriers at a location with physical 
deployment constraints. This level crossing proves the integrity of 
red road signals instead of closing half-barriers as a condition for 
protecting rail traffic across level crossings.
The following new and improved features on the onscreen 

signalling diagram became available, over and above those 
already existing:
• Displaying the status of major and minor failures at 

level crossings (according to the risk they posed to rail 
operations);

• Visual representation (on a time-distance basis) of effective 
speed restrictions and other availability constraints 
(tracks undergoing engineering works, tracks temporarily 
unavailable for train movement, etc.);

• Graphic view of relative position of rural halts and their 
passenger platforms;

• Display of informative warning messages when reserving 
(locking) track sections between stations, reminding the 
controller of  the need to ensure telephone warnings are 
given to gatekeepers at manned level crossings (whose 
closing process is performed manually by crossing keepers) 
and also to the level crossings manned when necessitated 
by malfunctions. There are 19 manned level crossings 
distributed throughout the line between other automatic 
level crossings, a situation that requires special attention;

• The cancellation commands for reservation of track 
sections between stations, for reservation of track sections 
to shunting movements in stations, and for emergency 
reservation of track sections between stations are 
performed on the synoptic elements of the electrical exit 
signals of stations. This cancellation commands (as well 
as other with extraordinary features) are configured with 
critical levels of execution, generating alerts to the operator 
of operations management centre about the danger 
associated to the execution;

• The position of trains in stations is demonstrated by the 
train number and additionally by the occupancy indication 
(in red) at station section.

Use is made of the automatic tracking of train description 
numbers within the automatic time-distance graph function, 
which displays the temporal and spatial progress of trains on an 
operations graph.

This operations graph contains on its x-axis the passage of time 
and on the y-axis the distance travelled by trains, including the 
following additional features:
• Representation (in a time-distance matrix) of speed 

restrictions and other availability constraints initially as 
‘planned’  and updated later  when their status changes to 
‘active’;

• Facility for correcting movements performed by trains 
(adjustments in time-distance progression);

Figure 20 — Predefined messages in SISE protocol used on PDA 
devices (confirmation of train integrity and notification about  

trains crossing).

• Partial and total cancellation of planned trains (in the 
beginning and/or at the end), enabling further editing and 
cancellation;

• Facility for adjusting movements performed by trains that 
have delays or advance losses, assigning the causes and 
responsibility for delays.

The SISE interface available to the train crew through the PDA 
devices also introduced some additional functionality, which can 
be summarised as:

• Providing information about speed restrictions when still in 
‘planned’ status (indicating the scheduled start time) and 
those that are ‘active’/in effect;

• Notification to train crews about partial or total cancellation 
of their own trains;

• Information about any defect status at level crossings 
located downstream of trains.

Finally, interfaces were also provided between SISE and the 
corporate systems implemented in the Portuguese rail network.

Conclusions
Simplified signalling and operating methods have a much lower 
implementation cost compared with conventional signalling 
(interlocking) systems, which makes SISE an advantageous option 
for application on lines where the traffic density is low and there 
is no great diversity of services and traffic.

This practical exercise of installing the SISE project on the 
Vouga line demonstrates its ability to reduce accidents at rail-
road crossings, streamline operating procedures and improve the 
monitoring and control of railway traffic.

The automation of level crossings enables the optimisation 
of human resources (by reduction of staff) associated with the 
operations of the Vouga line, which has also brought about a 
reduction in operating costs. The reduction of human action 
(human error) in railway operations brings a direct increase in 
safety levels.

In short, the signalling solutions should be suitable to the 
purpose of railway operations, considering traffic characteristics, 
safety requirements and the costs associated to installation and 
maintenance, balancing these three important dimensions.

The Vouga line is now much improved in terms of safety 
performance, sustainability and also with regard to the way 
railway operations are managed.
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CONSERVING TECHNOLOGY

Swindon Panel decommissioning is not the end!
By Tim Miller
Swindon Panel Society

Over the weekend of 21/22 November 2015 the latest phase 
(2A) of Swindon resignalling was completed. The signals all the 
way from Paddington to a point just west of Swindon station are 
now controlled from the Thames Valley Signalling Centre (TVSC) 
at Didcot. Decommissioning engineers gathered (Figure 1) in the 
panel box in readiness for the passage of the final train, the 00.50 
departure from Swindon. In a final flourish this train, 1C36, ran 
down the up line from Uffington to Swindon (due to a track circuit 
failure at Knighton) and departed from platform 3 (the island).

Beginning at 01.35, the power to the signalling was switched 
off in stages, one relay interlocking at a time, and this caused all 
the LEDs in the line of route to show red. Interestingly the ground 
position light (GPL) signals on the panel show green in this 
circumstance.  Downstairs in the panel building relay room some 
of the equipment included the local relay interlocking for the 
immediate station area — this was deactivated and is now out of 
use. Other equipment remains there to receive indications from 

the remote interlockings. This is still in use for Wootton Bassett 
East and West, Chippenham, Thingley and Hullavington.

Activity a-plenty
Outside it was all change too. Many of the new signals had 
already been put in place. The gantry at the west end of the 
station was craned away (Figure 2). No. 361 points, a short 
distance along the Kemble line, were removed (Figure 3). 

At the new TVSC boundary — at Rushey Platt — there is a short 
section where old and new signals exist side-by-side. The old 
signals continue to display the correct aspects but are bagged 
over. Drivers obey an appropriate combination of old and new 
signals.

The role previously performed by the electromechanical relay 
interlockings is now handled by computer-based interlockings at 
TVSC.  All that remains on the panel itself  is the right hand end, 
covering Rushey Platt westwards.

Permission to remove the redundant tiles was given by Network 
Rail on the night of closure itself, significantly earlier than was 
expected. About 20 columns of tiles were removed on that 
night (Figure 4), and the remainder a few days later. These are 
now safely stored ready for future reinstatement when the panel 
arrives at its new home.

Time to reflect
It would of course be remiss not to consider the practical 
implications of transferring signalling operations from a panel 
box to a ROC and the operational and engineering impact of 
the work involved in re-locking and re-controlling cannot be 
underestimated. Whilst the phrase ‘re-locking and re-controlling’ 
might sound innocuous and less onerous than a ‘resignalling’, in 
many ways the reverse is true. The new scheme does not have 
the luxury of starting with a clean slate but must, instead, provide 
a scheme as compliant with modern day standards as possible 
but applied to a 1960s track and signal layout.

The industry expects the new equipment to be installed far less 
disruptively than a full resignalling, yet a comparable amount of 

Figure 1 —  Commissioning staff at the panel.
Photo Swindon Panel Society.

Figure 2 —  Swindon West gantry is craned away.
Photo Network Rail.

The Swindon Panel Project was set up to preserve the 
operating equipment from the classic Western Region ‘panel 
box’ at Swindon (between London and Bristol on the Great 
Western main line), before all the remaining examples close 
forever in the next few years. The goal of this enterprising 
group of volunteers (with many professional signal engineers 
and IRSE members among them) is to reinstate this original 
Western Region-style ‘turn-push’ panel dating from 1968 in a 
new home at the Didcot railway preservation centre. Here the 
panel will be reconstructed and refurbished in its 1980s form 
and then placed on display and operated realistically with a 
simulator back-end for the educational benefit of visitors to 
the Centre. 

That’s the follow-on exercise, however, and before it can take 
place new equipment needs to replace the old, with the latter 
being recovered and conserved following decommissioning. 
First comes the primary exercise of upgrading the signalling 
on a high-speed main line while trains are still running, with 
all the challenges that this work involves. Tim Miller, who has 
been intimately involved in conservation aspects of this 
work, takes up the story.
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work is expected to take place. In many cases at Swindon, new 
physical signals have been provided for the new work, which has 
made commissioning easier. Advantage has been taken of the 
need to replace many original cantilever and gantry structures 
that were not suitable for electrification. Some signals have been 
installed and left working under their ‘X bags’ for quite a while.

Opportunity knocks
The electronic nature of the new interlocking and control 
system, and complete abandonment of the relay interlockings 
and control console, provide further opportunities to build and 
test offline, apart from the changes at the fringe signal boxes 
and interlockings. Track circuits are also being replaced with 
axle counters, and with the two types of train detection being 
almost free of interference with each other, axle counters can be 
installed and working long before the track circuits are taken out 
of use.

A very clever ‘soft fringe’ has been used at Rushey Platt (and 
is intended to be used again at Brinkworth for Stage 2B). 
There is no specific fringe data; two signal sections have both 
track circuits and axle counters, the former working for the old 
interlocking and the latter for the new. Trackside functional 
modules (TFMs) have been cut into relays in one direction 
and relays into TFMs in the other direction in order that both 
interlockings are using their own train detection systems for 
aspect sequencing, with appropriate proving of overlaps and 
lamp-proving built in. This has enabled the production and 
testing of data for numerous short-lived fringes to be removed 
from the scheme.

Assuring safe working
The majority of work to install new signals and train detection has 
taken place in overnight and non-intrusive daytime work over the 
last few years, with a weekend’s total shutdown being necessary 
to make necessary changes on the ground for approximately 12 
miles of double track, involving a bidirectional railway and one 
significant junction station. Incidental work included recovering 
old signals and some gantries (where these obstruct the new 
signals), uncovering new signals, and changing the control 
arrangements of the points to the new TFMs instead of the old 
route relay interlockings.

The industry’s continuing very close scrutiny of (and sometimes 
aversion to) trackside staff working alongside open lines has 
continued to cause friction over gaining sufficient access for 

major projects such as these at times when trains aren’t running. 
However, even these issues are now dwarfed by the issues 
relating to the increasing cost and losing of time in the Great 
Western main line electrification scheme, which is Network Rail’s 
only real remaining impetus for continuing the mass re-control 
schemes.

Finishing the job
The penultimate phase is planned to be complete in January 
2016 and will see the rest of the main line from Swindon to Box 
Tunnel removed from the panel. Following this, the last part 
(Brinkworth to Alderton) will be removed and the panel will finally 
be available for starting its new life at Didcot Railway Centre.  
Expect to see a follow-up report in IRSE NEWS soon…

You can read all about the project, keep up with all the 
latest news, and learn how you can get involved on the 
Group’s website, www.swindonpanel.org.uk.  Here you 
will also discover a rapidly-growing quantity of research on 
the life of Swindon Multiple Aspect Signalling works and 
the life of the panel, including signalling notices, plans and 
documents, plus an extensive Photo Gallery.

It is also worth keeping an eye on our Facebook page,  
facebook.com/swindonpanel. Here the Group publishes 
regular updates about progress, not only on the panel itself 
but also on the building that will house it at Didcot Railway 
Centre.

Figure 3 — Spiking 361 points out of use.
Photo Network Rail.

Figure 4 — Danny Scroggins removing tiles from Swindon Panel.
Photo Swindon Panel Society.

Figure 5 — The panel’s new home under construction.
Photo Swindon Panel Society.
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INDUSTRY NEWS

ETCS enters service between Athus and 
Antwerpen

ETCS Level 1 is now operational on the 429 km route between 
Athus and Antwerpen in Belgium, and infrastructure manager 
Infrabel says that they now have the greatest length of 
conventional route in Europe to be equipped with this train 
protection system.  ETCS was brought into service on the last 
two sections of ERTMS Corridor C, between Antwerpen Noord, 
Berchem, Ottignies, Fleurus and Namur, on 22 December 2015. 

Installing ETCS on a total of 858 track-km between Athus and 
Antwerpen has taken five years and involved the installation of 
6,400 balises as well as 400 location cases. The project has cost a 
total of €130 million (£98m, $141m), co-funded by the European 
Union.  The Athus to Antwerpen section forms part of the North 
Sea to Mediterranean Rail Freight Corridor, with some 39 freight 
trains a day passing through Ottignies. 

With 19% or 1,228 track-km now equipped, Infrabel says that it 
is aiming to install ETCS on the entire Belgian network by 2022, 
under the national Master Plan agreed in 2011.

Wind resistant level crossing gates installed  
in the UK

It was announced in January 2016, that EDS Ltd has developed 
and supplied a set of cantilevered telescopic level crossing gates 
designed to avoid the problems that strong winds can cause for 
lifting barriers or swing gates. 

The first installation replaced a set of swing gates at Redcar 
in the United Kingdom. “We have been all too aware of the 
problems suffered at West Dyke Road in high winds and decided 
that the level of disruption caused needed addressing”, said 
Dave Morgan, Network Rail Area Director. “The new barrier has 
been designed with this specific problem in mind and is unlike 
any existing crossing on the network. We are confident that its 
installation with help improve the flow of traffic and pedestrians.” 

The telescopic gates use position and rotation sensors and a 
programmable logic controller to vary their speed dependent on 
position, and they have ‘fast stop’ edge sensors. 

EDS Managing Director Mark Darlaston said: “The company 
is proud to have delivered a first in UK rail history”, adding 
that there had been interest in the design from other European 
countries. “We anticipate that this first will set the benchmark for 
future installations,” he concluded.

Positive Train Control contract awarded

Ansaldo STS has been awarded a $338 million (£234m, €312m) 
contract from Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority (MBTA) 
to furnish a complete Positive Train Control (PTC) system on 
its entire commuter rail network.  This newly awarded project 
represents an additional stepping stone for Ansaldo STS toward 
becoming a recognised rail technology system integrator in 
North America, a role that STS successfully plays in multiple 
turnkey projects around the world.

Ansaldo STS’s scope of work will include design, integration, 
delivery of materials, on-board and field installation, testing, 
commissioning, technical support and documentation for the 
PTC system.  The PTC system will provide integrated ACSES II 
and I-ETMS-based PTC systems on all commuter rail lines, thus 
enabling the Authority to meet its obligations under the Federal 
Railroad Administration (FRA) requirements.

Ansaldo STS CEO, Stefano Siragusa, declared: “Ansaldo STS 
is proud to work with MBTA on its new PTC system. We are 
confident that our world renowned products and experienced 
technological capabilities will provide the utmost safety to the 
future system.”

Unipart Rail purchases Park Signalling Limited

Unipart Rail, a member of the Unipart Group of Companies, 
acquired the entire share capital of Park Signalling Limited on 
31 December 2015. The company will continue to trade as 
Park Signalling Limited. Unipart believes that Park Signalling 
complements the Unipart Rail product and service portfolio 
perfectly and the synergies will enable both businesses to access 
new markets and to continue to develop and expand their 
product range in the UK and overseas.

There has been an agreement that the co-directors will be 
remaining with the business in their current roles and John Slinn 
will be stepping down as Managing Director of Park Signalling 
and taking up the new role of Technical Director. It has been 
agreed that Anthony Isaacs is now appointed General Manager 
with immediate effect and will take responsibility for the day-
to-day running of the business in addition to his current duties. 
Anthony will report into Mark Morse, who reports through to 
the Rail Board and is also Unipart Dorman Director and General 
Manager.

Park Signalling will continue to operate as an independent 
business with the ongoing security and support of Unipart Rail.  
The company is committed to building on its strong business 
relationships and will continue to provide products and services 
in the manner and of the standard that has resulted in attaining 
its very distinctive and renowned position in the market today.

Siemens to automate Paris Metro Line 4 for 
driverless operation

Transit authority Régie Autonome des Transports Parisiens (RATP) 
has awarded Siemens a €70 million (£53m, $76m) contract to 
automate the 12km-long Metro Line 4 in Paris, France, in order 
to allow driverless operation.  As part of the deal, the company 
will equip 27 stations on the line with signalling and operational 
control systems, and the work is scheduled to be completed in 
2022.

According to RATP, fully automatic operation can increase the 
capacity of this line by about 20% because trains will be able 
to run at shorter headways.  The automatic control will allow it 
to reduce energy consumption by up to 15%. Siemens Mobility 

CEO Jochen Eickholt said: “Siemens has equipped about 300 km 
of route worldwide with signalling technology for fully automatic 
operation, making it the market leader in this field.”

Scope of work will include installation of Siemens’ 
Trainguard MT automatic train control system that uses 
communications-based technology to achieve fully automatic, 
driverless operation.  The operation control centre will be 
supplied by Siemens and will be used to monitor all train 
movements. 

Around 700,000 passengers use the Line 4 every day, which 
is claimed to be one of the most frequented sections of the 
whole Paris mass transit network.  Paris Metro Line 4 is also the 
most important north-south metro link in the city, connecting 
the stations of Porte de Clignancourt in the north of the city 
and future station Bagneux in the south.  In addition to Line 4, 
Siemens has also installed Metro Lines 14 and 1 for driverless 
operation.  Line 1 connects the east and west of the city along 
17 km of track.  The company also recently supplied important 
signalling components and systems for Lines 3, 5 and 9.
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Collection Techniques ferroviaires

Frauscher generates greater capacity to meet 
increasing demand

Frauscher has expanded its sensor production facility at its 
St. Marienkirchen (Austria) HQ. Just one year after breaking 
ground, the enlarged unit was opened by CEO Michael Thiel with 
a ceremony for staff members. Following a short construction 
phase, preparations began in summer 2015 for production in the 
new building. 

The new production area covers more than 500 m². Underlying 
this capacity expansion is a combination of task optimisation, 
bespoke processes for improving material flows and additional 
machinery. As well as two new curing ovens, a second 
vacuum potting line has been installed. This makes possible a 
comprehensive acceleration and automation of all processes 
related to this step. Overall, capacity has been raised from 
17,000 units (2014) a year to 30,000 sensors. 

Besides linking production processes more closely, the 
motives behind the expansion go far beyond simply creating 
more space. Gerald Buchinger, Director of Frauscher Sensor 
Technology declared: “The expansion also became a basis for 
job optimisation, reduction of lead times as well as measures 
for securing maximum product quality. It was a major challenge 
to combine intensive planning of technological improvements 
and ongoing operation within the production area during 
the construction phase. Finally, after finishing all building and 
installation works, we have implemented new processes and 
ideas for improved workflows and working conditions.”

Thales Egyptian signalling contracts

More than 30 years after its first contract for the Greater 
Cairo Metro, Thales has signed new contracts to upgrade the 
fare collection system for Lines 1 and 2, as well as provide 
communications systems for the Al Thawra extension on Line 
3 (Phase 3). Thales will deploy its TransCity fare collection 
solution, which uses its Web 2.0 technologies, on Lines 1 and 
2, replacing the equipment installed in the 1980s when the two 
lines were built. The new contracts entail delivery of 850 access 
gates, 100 vending terminals for ticket outlets and 75 portable 
ticket control terminals, as well as implementing new system 
architecture.

The TransCity central system will supervise all data generated 
across the existing network and accommodate future extensions. 
A consortium comprising Thales and Alstom is to implement fully 
integrated communication and supervision systems, relevant to 
15 new stations and an additional depot, from Attaba to Rod El 
Farag and Cairo University, a route length of more than 17 km.

Algerian signalling work continues

The Estel Rail Automation joint venture of the Algerian national 
company for rail transport, SNTF, and Siemens is to supply 
signalling, safety and train control for 140 km of lines around 
Algiers, serving 18 stations. 

Worth in the region of €340 million (£247m, $375m) to Siemens, 
the package covers the installation of ETCS Level 1 to shorten 
headways and permit operation of passenger services at up to 
160 km/h on the mixed-traffic routes.  Siemens will also provide 
automatic shunting equipment to optimise SNTF’s freight 
operations.  The commissioning is planned for the end of 2019. 

Estel has previously won contracts to install ETCS Level 1 and 
signalling equipment on the freight route between Est Senia 
and the port of Arzew, the double-tracking of the 90 km Beni 
Mansour to Bejaia route, a 108 km line between Djelfa and 
Laghouat, the 129 km line between Mecheria and El Bayadh, and 
the 290 km of the High Plateau line between M’Sila, Boughezoul 
and Tissemsilt.

Improved processes and optimised working conditions within the 
new Frauscher sensor production area.

ETCS roll out re-evaluation

The national roll-out of the European Rail Traffic Management 
System in the Netherlands is to be delayed pending a re-
evaluation of the priorities, State Secretary for Infrastructure & 
Environment Sharon Dijksma confirmed on 14 January 2016. 

A budget of €2.57 billion (£1.96bn, $2.79 bn) had been 
announced in 2014 for a programme running until 2028. This 
would cover the TEN-T corridors and busy domestic routes 
running mainly east and south from the Randstad conurbation to 
the German and Belgian borders. Rolling stock fitment was to be 
completed by 2022. 

However, responding to questions in Parliament, Dijksma 
indicated that the ministry’s ETCS project team had asked for 
more time. The planned installation between Amsterdam and 
the Betuwe Route at Geldermalsen would not be completed by 
2020 as anticipated, she revealed. The national audit office ADR 
had not been prepared to sanction the 2015 budget because of 
inadequate project management and cost control, which Dijksma 
said was a “worrying signal”. 

Recognising that “large-scale deployment of ERTMS in 
the Netherlands is a complex, far-reaching and long-term 
programme”, she said it would be essential to minimise 
inconvenience to passengers and freight customers. Stakeholders 
including Prorail and train operators would therefore be invited 
to contribute to the review process in order to agree revised 
priorities. 

Dijksma noted that the roll out of ETCS on key corridors in other 
countries such as France and Germany had also been delayed, 
and a revised European roll-out plan to 2030 was currently being 
drawn up. She felt that slowing down the roll-out would allow 
the Netherlands to benefit from experience in other countries 
such as Denmark and Belgium, which have also committed to 
network-wide implementation. Citing recommendations in the 
parliamentary review of the Fyra high speed train debacle, about 
the need for more integrated testing of complex systems, she 
added that more time would be needed for testing in the ETCS 
programme. 

Pending the re-evaluation, Dijksma has proposed that the 
unused proportion of the ETCS budget should be diverted 
temporarily to addressing capacity problems around Schiphol, for 
which funding had not previously been allocated.
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INTERNATIONAL TECHNICAL COMMITTEE

ERTMS Level 4, Train Convoys or Virtual Coupling
Written on behalf of the ITC by Ian Mitchell, with contributions from 
Eddie Goddard, Fernando Montes, Peter Stanley, Rod Muttram, 
Wim Coenraad, Jacques Poré, Simon Andrews and Libor Lochman

Railways around the world are facing demands to transport more 
passengers and freight, but constructing new tracks is both 
expensive and unpopular. This leads to an ambition to run more 
trains on existing tracks, with challenges to the fundamental 
principles of present-day railway operations being proposed to 
achieve this goal.

One such principle is that trains following one another on the 
same track must be separated by a sufficient margin to ensure 
every train is capable of braking to a standstill before reaching 
the last known position of the train in front. With braking rates 
limited by the adhesion between steel wheel and steel rail, the 
required separation increases dramatically with speed — on a 
high speed line, trains must run several kilometres apart. The 
migration from fixed block to moving block signalling (e.g. CBTC 
or ERTMS/ETCS Level 3) is driven by an ambition to maximise 
capacity within this constraint, but demand for ever-increasing 
capacity means that the principle itself is now under challenge.

The argument for an alternative approach starts with the 
assertion that it is unrealistic to assume the train in front will 
stop instantly. Provided the two trains have similar braking rates, 
the trains can run much closer together. A communication link 
between the trains can ensure that if the leading train starts 
to brake, the following train will do the same and maintain 
separation as the two trains slow together. This concept has been 
described by its proponents as ‘ERTMS Level 4’, ‘Train Convoy’, 
or ‘Virtual Coupling’, and it features in national and international 
research agendas such as the UK Railway Technical Strategy and 
the European Shift2Rail research initiative.

The general concept is shown in Figure 1 below.

The precedent for this mode of operation is on roads, where 
vehicles routinely run with a spacing based on the distance 
travelled while the driver reacts to the brake lights of the 
vehicle in front, not the full braking distance to a stop. Whilst 
the safety levels achieved are orders of magnitude lower than 
on the railways, this is primarily due to the reliance on human 
drivers. Autonomous road vehicles are now a major research 
topic and this is likely to deliver an automated version of the 
existing style of motorway driving that will be considerably safer 
than at present and could have technology spin-offs for railway 
applications.
So is this an idea that railway signal engineers should be taking 

seriously? Three questions arise:
1. Is the technology feasible?
2. Is it safe?
3. Does the concept create useful additional capacity?

Is the technology feasible?
The answer to this is undoubtedly yes. The odometry systems 
that report train location for CBTC or ETCS Level 3 also report 
train speed, and braking characteristics are a known parameter 
within the system. Sensors developed for automated road 
vehicles may also play a part. A direct communication link 
between the trains would be needed and there are various 
technologies that can be used for this purpose. Automatic driving 
of the trains would be essential, but this is already required 
to exploit the maximum available capacity from our existing 

signalling systems, e.g. on the Thameslink project in UK. The 
greatest technical and operational challenge is probably in the 
management of transitions — how to insert or remove a train 
from a convoy?

Is it safe?
Safety is much bigger question. The instinctive reaction of 
every signal engineer will be that for trains to operate closer 
than braking distance is an intolerable risk. This is confirmed 
by a simple risk assessment — a train coming to a stand in less 
than its normal braking distance is a credible consequence of a 
derailment due to a train or track defect, or hitting an obstacle, 
and the collision of a following train that is running too close 
to stop could have catastrophic consequences with multiple 
fatalities. 

However, think about it another way — instead of running two 
trains as a convoy, we could couple them together. Then, if the 
combined train derails, twice as many passengers will be affected 
by the initial derailment. Whereas if the trains had been running 
separately in a convoy, there is a least a chance that the second 
train would have been able to stop in time — in this situation the 
convoy option would actually be safer.

Depending on the separation of the trains, and how quickly 
the leading train stops when it becomes derailed, there will be 
a spectrum of consequences. The key parameter is likely to be 
the speed differential when the following train catches up with 
the derailed train in front. If this is significant, then it is very likely 
that the loss of life from derailment of the first train followed by 
collision of the second will be greater than from derailment of a 
double-length train.

The mechanical and structural design of the vehicles could have 
a significant effect — modern rolling stock is designed according 
to ‘crashworthiness’ standards that consider collision with a fixed 
obstacle, and to allow coupling with a stationary train. How will 
these features perform in the derailment followed by collision 
scenario described above? Paradoxically, with the right vehicle 
design, trains running very close together could be relatively safe, 
with the risk increasing as they become further apart. When the 
first train derails, a second train very close behind will catch up 
before the first train slows significantly, and the speed differential 
may be within the crashworthiness and coupler capabilities. The 
consequences would then be the same as for derailment of a 
double-length train.

Accident scenarios involving a train on a parallel track also need 
to be considered — at present we are happy to allow trains to 
run at full speed in opposite directions on parallel tracks where a 
derailment on one track could block the other, but historically the 
accidents with greatest loss of life are those where a derailment 
as a result of two trains colliding on one track has resulted in a 
third train running into the wreckage (e.g. Quintinshill, Harrow 
and Clapham in the UK). Would this type of accident become 
more likely? Or could the technologies used for train convoys 
provide additional warning to the train on the parallel track?

As well as the probability of occurrence, the other key issue for 
the adjacent line derailment case (and to some extent for ‘sudden 
stop’) is that whilst the causes remain essentially unchanged, the 
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Following Train
Receives speed and brake demand data from leader; 

Assumes that leader must continue on current trajectory.; 
Falls back to Level 3 if no info from leader

Lead Train
controlled as for ETCS Level 3

Train convoy
treated as 

a single train at junctions

Depends on delivery of high integrity 
train to train communications to avoid 

frequent interventions

Major change in safety principles
Minimum separation a function of latency
and difference in brake rates

Figure 1 — Train convoy concept.

Distance travelled 
by following train 
while the points 
are moved and 

detected

Braking 
distance for the 
following train

Trains running in convoy 
with less than full braking 
distance separation

Trains running at braking 
distance (e.g. ETCS Level 3) on 
the same path over points

Trains running at separation 
that allows points to move 
between the trains.

Figure 2 — Train headways at a diverging junction.

consequences for an event 
involving convoys, rather 
than single trains, might be 
significantly greater and thus 
there may be an increase in 
risk.

From this very superficial 
safety analysis, it is apparent 
that there is no absolute 
answer, and the safety of 
a train convoy, or convoys, 
compared to single trains 
with equivalent capacity, 
will depend on a number of 
parameters. The mechanical 
and structural design of the 
trains needs to be taken 
into account as well as the 
mode of operation that is 
envisaged, along with the 
possibility of designing-in 
additional controls and/or 
mitigations.

Does the concept 
create useful 
additional capacity, 
given the other 
constraints on the 
railway system?
There is no doubt that the 
train convoy principle would 
improve plain line capacity, 
but is this really the factor 
that puts limits on the useful 
capacity of the railway 
system?

The experience of metros 
that have adopted moving 
block CBTC signalling is that the achievable capacity depends 
largely on station dwell times for passengers to board and alight 
at the busiest stations, and on turnaround arrangements at 
termini. If this is the case, abandoning the principle of absolute 
braking distances for the train convoy concept will not deliver any 
further improvement.

On main line applications, longer platform dwell times are 
required but this is compensated for by provision of additional 
platforms, so that the dwell time does not determine the route 
capacity. However, this introduces the need to switch successive 
trains into different platforms, i.e. moving points between trains. 
If the train convoy concept were adopted, this would mean 
moving points between trains in the convoy. This introduces 
another safety risk, that of the points failing in a position that 
would derail the train. This is a very credible scenario, much more 
frequent than a train derailment, hence the universal practice 
of proving that the points are detected in the required position 
before granting a movement authority to an approaching train. 
So trains in the convoy would have to be spaced out to braking 
distance on the approach to any diverging junction. The same 
factor limits the benefits from existing moving block signalling 
technologies on complex track layouts — they become fixed 
block at the very places on the network where capacity is most 
critical. 

Figure 2 shows the impact on headways at a diverging junction.

This implies that on its own, the train convoy concept cannot 
deliver a real increase in capacity. A whole system approach 
is needed that starts by identifying the real limiting factors in 
complex areas of the network, and then seeks out relevant 
technical and operational concepts that will deliver an 
improvement in these critical locations. 

Conclusion
So should we be taking the concept of train convoys seriously? 

Is it technically feasible? — Technically, it can almost certainly 
be made to work, but there will be significant operational 
challenges to make it useful in practice;
Is it safe? — This will depend on a number of factors; we 
should not rule it out entirely on safety grounds but the safety 
argument will be difficult;
Will it deliver real benefits? — Not without addressing other 
factors limiting practical capacity at stations and junctions.

Nevertheless we will no doubt hear more of this topic in the 
future. ‘Virtual Coupling’ is one of the topics to be covered in 
the European Shift2Rail research project, and ‘Closer Running’ is 
the title of an RSSB research project in the UK.  In the meantime, 
if IRSE members are aware of real research results or practical 
experience (not just opinions please) that would support or 
contradict the views expressed above, please share this with the 
profession via the pages of IRSE NEWS.
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PROFESSIONAL LIVES

News from IRSE Headquarters
Francis How

Time to act on e-membership!
If you wish to opt into or out of the reduced service level 
provided with e-membership for the new subscription year, you 
need to register the change by 30 April of the year in question. 
Otherwise your existing service level will continue. 

 To register a change please go to www.irse.org , log in and 
select ‘Home’, then ‘Your record’, finally ‘Manage your record’ 
and scroll to the bottom of the page. Tick or untick the box 
labelled ‘e-membership’ as appropriate to your requirement.  
Remember, the deadline this year is 30 April 2016.

Council nominations
In April a number of vacancies will arise for IRSE members 
on the Institution’s governing Council. Corporate Members 
(Honorary Fellows, Fellows, Members and Associate Members) 
are entitled to nominate members to fill these vacancies.  
Nomination forms were sent in early January by post (in the 
case of those who receive a hard copy of IRSE NEWS) and 
electronically (in the case of e-members) to those entitled to 
make nominations. 

A New Year resolution for you?
Have you considered investigating whether you could transfer 
your membership to a higher grade?  Many members join 
the IRSE and, despite subsequently gaining the necessary 
experience and responsibility over a number of years to enable 
them to transfer, do not consider whether they might be 
eligible for a higher grade of membership.  

Unless you are transferring to the Fellow grade, it will cost you 
no more, and it might help your career, as well as providing 
better recognition of your capabilities.  

Visit http://bit.ly/1W85K6t to find out more about 
membership grades and to download the form you will need.

IRSE communications and publicity
Improving the IRSE’s internal and external communications, 
publicity and marketing is a key part of the Institution’s Strategy 
2015-2020. To support this we are reviewing and revising the 
role of the Recruitment and Publicity Committee, with a view to 
broadening its remit.  As a part of that, we are seeking people 
from anywhere in the world who could be members of the 
Committee and help deliver its commitments.  If you might 
be interested in this, please contact the Committee chairman, 
Andy Knight (andy.knight@signet-solutions.com).

Beijing Convention
The 2016 Convention will take place from 10 – 14 October in 
Beijing, and the event is packed with interest for members and 
guests. The programme and booking details will be available 
from 2 February via the February e-bulletin and in the mailshot 
for those members who receive hard copies of IRSE NEWS.  
Information will also be on the IRSE website at www.irse.org.  
We are planning to offer a number of bursaries for younger 
members to attend the Convention, and information about this 
will be made available with the booking details.

IRSE MATTERS

IRSE Technical Visit to Braunschweig, Germany
6 - 7 November 2015

David Nicholson

Braunschweig? Where is Braunschweig? As I discovered, 
Braunschweig is in northern Germany, near Hannover. Getting 
there involved taking the 03.19 Thameslink departure from St. 
Albans (which was a very punctual service!) and a flight from 
Gatwick to Hannover. For others, it was a more sensibly-timed 
journey the night before and an overnight stay in Braunschweig.

From a railway perspective, Braunschweig plays host to 
Siemens’ largest signalling site worldwide, with approximately 
3,000 employees (the third largest employer in the town). 
Just over three-quarters of these are involved in engineering, 
production and research into a number of Siemens’ Rail 
Automation products, including interlockings, train control 
systems, operation control systems and signalling components. 
Braunschweig is also home to Bombardier Rail Control Solutions’ 
engineering site. For Bombardier, the main focus here is the 
development of Bombardier’s EBI-Lock computer-based 
interlocking (CBI) systems. The product portfolio also includes 
lineside equipment and automatic train control systems for 
Bombardier’s INTERFLO main line and CITYFLO mass transit 
solutions.

The purpose of this visit was to learn about the latest 
developments of EULYNX. A planned visit to a EULYNX trial 
site was cancelled in the week preceding the visit, as it was not 

What started out as a couple of visits to suppliers’ production 
facilities led to some thought-provoking examination 
of challenges facing the signalling fraternity. Subjects 
investigated in depth ranged from dealing with the problem 
of ageing interlocking infrastructure, through misdirected 
security measures to the application of Moore’s Law to train 
control infrastructure. Some highly sensitive issues were 
exposed that call for much wider consideration and discussion. 
David Nicholson reports.
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ready for demonstration. This represented a major problem, 
as the ritual gathering around a point machine where IRSE 
members could murmur quietly amongst themselves was no 
longer possible. In its place further technical presentations were 
arranged, including a tour of Bombardier’s laboratory. 46 people 
were present, including only three women and a similar number 
of junior staff. 

EULYNX defined
So what is EULYNX? It was described as a strategic project 
for Deutsche Bahn (DB) and a European-wide initiative to link 
together interlocking subsystems. Like many infrastructure 
managers around Europe, DB is facing an ageing infrastructure 
with much of it needing to be replaced in a very short timescale. 
So DB embarked on a programme looking at its needs from top-
down, rather than simply looking at what was available from the 
current suppliers, so that it could get something it really needed.

What began as NeuPro (taking over from INtegrated European 
Signalling System — INESS, and Euro Interlocking before that!) 
has changed its name to EULYNX. Why the name change? 
NeuPro sounded too Germanic and EULYNX much more 
European! And DB wanted to involve other infrastructure 
managers and offer the supply chain a much wider market. There 
are currently ten infrastructure managers involved, from Finland, 
Norway, Sweden, Slovenia, France, Luxembourg, Belgium, 
Netherlands, Great Britain and Germany. EULYNX is initially 
running as a three-year project from 2014 to 2017 funded by 
these infrastructure managers and not the EU.

Its aims are to develop the next generation of signalling strategy 
using a formalised requirements management process through 
the use of Systems Modelling Language (SysML). Knowledge 
is shared freely amongst members with a view to developing 
a standard architecture of interchangeable elements for the 
signalling system from control centre through to field elements.

EULYNX provides a club that members can join in order to gain 
access to the latest work and contribute to the development 
of specifications. It was likened to the EU, where members, 
should they elect to join, have to sign up to the entire package 
and cannot just pick and choose those elements of interest 
to themselves. Similarly, members can choose to leave, but 
consequently lose the ability to influence EULYNX to include their 
particular needs.

The EULYNX architecture consists of two different 
communication networks (as defined in EN50159) and specifies 
the interfaces between the interlocking and the various elements 
with which it needs to communicate. The first network is a closed 
communication network between the interlocking and the 
trackside elements. This currently includes a Radio Block Centre 
(RBC), level crossing, points machine, train detection systems, 
signals, Lineside Encoder Units (LEU) for balises and trackworker 
safety systems. Trackside cabling consists of a network 
(telecomms) cable and a power supply cable. 

The second network is functionally also a closed communication 
network between the interlocking and various command and 
control elements. Where the link uses an open network for 
economy purposes, the interface requires a security layer to be 
applied within the communication stack in order to comply with 
CE 50159 Class 2. DB has been using its KISA (Kommunikations-
Infrastruktur für Sicherheitsgerichtete Anwendungen) security 
approach to good effect. This is shown in the EULYNX reference 
architecture below.

Specifications are prepared by a cluster of several members 
in which one member acts as cluster leader. In some cases a 
previous NeuPro document can be used as basis for this work. 
Where a EULYNX member requires something in addition to that 
proposed, the communication protocol is easily adapted with 
additional bits within the communication protocol to support the 
required feature. The steps involved in this process are:

1
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• Gather the list of functions required;
• Prepare use cases;
• Model the requirements (SysML is used for this);
• Validate the model;
• Publish the specification.

Within the preceding NeuPro project the initial specifications, 
for the interlocking to RBC and between interlockings, have 
already been implemented in live installations. On the EULYNX 
(i.e. European) level for example, the interface between 
interlocking and train detection systems is expected early 2016. 
After the specifications are prepared and the proof of concept 
has been established, DB Netz will move, based on the NeuPro / 
EULYNX specifications, into the pre-series phase where a number 
of signalling projects will implement all the new interfaces. This 
will allow the finalisation of the specifications prior to entering the 
production phase, by which time EULYNX should be considered 
as a standard through the Shift2Rail programme. The pre-series 
phase for DB Netz is scheduled to complete towards the end of 
2019.

In addition to the presentations on the IRSE website, some 
further presentations are available on the EULYNX website 
(http://eulynx.eu/) but the details are to be found within the 
members-only area.

After the presentations, delegates were shown around Siemens’ 
testing and demonstration facilities, where IRSE members could 
fulfil their need to stand around a points machine and discuss 
the implication of EULYNX to the interface. Also present was the 
world’s smallest level crossing barrier! 

The evening dinner highlighted another of the benefits of IRSE 
membership and participation in its activities. Over a convivial 
meal, colleagues discussed matters close to their hearts in a 
non-partisan environment, sharing experiences gained over the 
years through the school of hard-knocks in an open and inclusive 
manner. Judging by the noise levels, there were conversations 
a-plenty! It is a pity that there were not more junior engineers 
present; they could have benefitted from the discussion and 
taken away some understanding of the more political, as well as 
engineering, aspects of our trade.

Security matters
The second day was based at Bombardier’s offices, where 
delegates were treated to presentations on the topics of security, 
cloud-based interlockings, ETCS reference projects and a tour of 
Bombardier’s laboratory.

On the topic of security, the main question posed was, “What 
is the risk that we are securing against?” It became clear that 
this is not well considered within the industry. The slides did 
not address the thoughts provoked by the presentation which 
included:

• Security theatre vs. actual security. Do we present a show 
that looks like good security in the hope that this dissuades 
people from attacking? The alternative is actual security, 
which threatens the performance of the system that we are 
trying to secure;

• Physical vs. IT security. IT security is being applied well 
and gets a lot of media attention, whereas physical access 
prevention is often very poor;

• Legal barriers vs. real barriers. People may choose not to 
break the law but real barriers offer better security. This does 
not mean that legal barriers are not required;

Top left,  the attendees. 
Photo Bombardier.

Top right, interlockings under 
test in the Siemens test facility. 

Photo David Nicholson.

Above, EBI-Lock at the 
Bombardier Laboratories. 
Photo David Nicholson.

Right, ‘the world’s smallest 
level crossing barrier.’ 

Photo David Nicholson.
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• Obfuscation vs. standardisation. What we don’t understand 
is often secure by its obscurity, but as we move towards more 
open standards (e.g. EULYNX) this protection is lost;

• Critical infrastructure vs. cheapest possible production 
system. Should we implement bespoke or off-the-shelf 
systems? At the very least, we should consider the security 
implications of either option;

• Conventional warfare vs. non-classic conflicts. National 
armies are not sufficient to protect a nation’s computer-
based infrastructure. National boundaries are becoming 
less obvious. Do you know where your Google mail server is 
located for example?;

• Denial of service vs. making things go wrong. Denial of 
service attacks are obvious in their manifestation and so 
detectable. But how would a train know whether it had the 
correct route if someone had hacked into the transmission 
system and set it going the wrong way?;

• European railway experts vs. script kiddies. Standards take 
decades to agree and bring to market. Hackers follow no 
process and can break systems in hours, if not seconds. The 
ability of a standard to provide genuine security will always 
lag behind the latest developments;

• Islands vs. connectivity. We all like the idea of open standards 
and remote connectivity (e.g. for diagnostics) but these 
create access opportunities for hackers;

• Convenience vs. protection. A thorough security system must 
be usable or people will find it inconvenient and find ways 
around it. To set a route, signallers will not want to give three 
blood samples, a retinal scan and be subject to a 10-point 
fingerprint analysis;

• Fixed target vs. moving target. Things that don’t move are 
often easier to secure. If only we didn’t need to move people 
and goods;

• Grandfather rights vs. self-destructing approvals. Whilst 
items of equipment with grandfather rights are easy to use 
and operate, adding security features to them is extremely 
difficult and expensive. The time has come to consider 
removing these items from service;

• Human factors vs. technical attack. Humans are always the 
weakest link in any security system, as the cartoon above 
demonstrates.

Then if technology continues to progress as it has done, 
where Germany could be signalled today using 200 compact 
interlockings, Moore’s Law says in 8½ years’ time, only 10 would 
be needed. Give it another 8½ years, only one would be needed. 
Then why couldn’t it all go onto the cloud? An alternative 
suggestion offered was rather than centralise computing 

power within one interlocking, why not distribute that power in 
intelligent object controllers? This begs the question about where 
the state of the system is held. What does this mean for security?

Lessons learnt
Bombardier presented some lessons learnt from several major 
ETCS projects in Poland. The author believes that there is scope 
for a technical visit to see how the many technical challenges 
have been overcome, including:

• Application of ETCS to mass transit interface around Gdansk;
• RBC-to-relay interlocking interface;
• Use of fixed and mobile GSM-R terminals, including an 

interface to an analogue emergency stop signal;
• Development and integration of interfaces for security 

protocols;
• RBC interfaces with multiple suppliers (Bombardier, Thales), 

including the sharing of normally secretive technical 
information;

• Managing customer changes;
• Achieving a low level of track closures (possessions).

In passing, Bombardier briefly mentioned its ETCS Level 3 
application in Kazakhstan. Train integrity is provided through 
a combination of sensible train position reports and a TETRA-
based radio communication between the front and rear of the 
train.

For those who had time, the visit concluded with a tour of 
Braunschweig by Hugo, the Night-Watchman.

And finally
Returning home after the event, on Germany’s ICE train to 
Berlin, gave further opportunity for non-partisan discussion 
with colleagues, but even this was not without its dangers. 
Angela Merkel is not universally loved and at our change of train 
in Berlin (from ICE to S-Bahn) we were met by a demonstration of 
Alternative for Germany (AfD) supporters (along with riot police) 
protesting against her ‘open door’ policy towards refugees 
(some of whom we suspected were in the same carriage on our 
train into Berlin — I wonder how they felt?). Local news reports 
suggested there were 5,000 AfD supporters in Berlin and another 
800 anti-AfD supporters elsewhere in the city. Never a dull 
moment on an IRSE technical visit!

Members can access the presentations given during the event on 
the IRSE website, via this shortcut link http://bit.ly/1U2rcbX.

Cartoon by Randall Munroe, used with permission.
Braunschweig is proud to celebrate its railway heritage. Today loco 

01-1063 still stands proudly outside the railway station.
Photo Keith Walter.
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FRENCH SECTION
Launch of the IRSE French Section  

and Technical Conference on NExTEO 
Hugh Rochford and Jacques Poré

Not one but two events were held on 13 January 2016 at the 
SNCF’s impressive new Wilson building in Saint-Denis (in the 
northern suburbs of Paris, not far from the Stade de France 
national stadium). The meetings in question were the official 
launch event of the IRSE French Section (IRSE-FS) and the 
conference on the NExTEO project. 
Around 80 people gathered around the three hosts of the 

meeting, Christian Sevestre, Jacques Poré and Hugh Rochford. 
Chairman of the IRSE-FS and former President of the IRSE 
(2014-2015) is Christian Sevestre, who holds the position of 
Technical Director of SNCF Réseau (SNCF Engineering & Projects 
within the Direction Technique de l’Ingénierie). Jacques Poré 
is Senior Technical Expert (Systems and Signalling) at Alstom 
Transport; he is Vice-Chairman of the IRSE-FS and another former 
IRSE President (2005-2006). Secretary of the IRSE-FS is Hugh 
Rochford, International Account Manager at SNCF Réseau.
In a short introduction, Christian Sevestre reminded attendees 

of the objectives of the IRSE-FS. These are to:
• Develop trust and mutual understanding between 

professionals in France, Luxembourg and Belgium engaged 
in the fields of railway signalling and telecommunications;

• Enable professionals to meet and exchange best practice 
on an equal footing in an informal setting, outside any 
commercial or contractual context ;

• Organise presentations and technical visits.
The IRSE-FS plans to hold two or three conferences and one or 
two technical visits each year.
To facilitate contacts and exchanges before and after the 

presentations, the IRSE-FS will present documents including 
Powerpoint slides or other supporting materials in English (these 
will be available on IRSE website after the meeting, together 
with a short report of the event) whenever the presentation is in 
French. The Q&A sessions will be held in French but a digest for 
IRSE NEWS will be provided in English.

Another idea of the IRSE-FS is to accept both IRSE members 
and non-members at its meetings, the latter to attract and 
encourage new members. As a matter of record there are 
currently around 60 IRSE members in France, Belgium and 
Luxembourg, and from the outset 50 of them have supported 
the IRSE-FS and agreed to become members, 30 or so of them 
having been present at this launch event.
After Christian Sevestre’s introduction, Claire Porter, IRSE 

Past-President 2011-2012, gave a few words on behalf of IRSE 
Council. Speaking afterwards Claire said: “I was delighted to be 
at the first meeting of the new French section. It was an excellent 
start for the section with a good mix of members and non-
members in the audience, from a wide variety of organisations 
and different levels of experience in the industry. I thought 
there was a real buzz to the evening with a great exchange of 
ideas and information. I hope that the French section goes from 
strength to strength and congratulate all of the team that made 
this happen.”

The conference begins
Then it was time to start the conference itself and Saïd El-Fassi 
from SNCF Engineering & Projects made his presentation entitled 
‘NExTEO: offering commuters an elevated level of service’. He 
began by describing the new facilities that NExTEO will offer 
commuters on this extension of Paris RER Line E that terminates 
currently at Haussmann-Saint-Lazare station, close to Saint-Lazare 
main line railway station. The project plans two service patterns: 

Right, an excellent attendance for the launch event.
Below, Claire Porter represented the IRSE Council.

Below right, Christian Sevestre welcomes the attendees.
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those from the east (and the present termini of RER-E) will 
terminate in Nanterre (just west of Paris) whilst those from the 
west (Mantes) will also cross Paris but terminate in Gare du Nord 
Magenta. This will allow up to 22 (later 28) tph (trains per hour) in 
the central section of the line but only six on the western branch 
and up to 16 on the eastern branch. 
The speaker set out some challenges of the project, such as the 

constraints of the mixed variety of traffic on the branches, with all 
manner of main line trains running there — such as high-speed 
trains (TGV) and intercity trains — as well as freight trains; the 
steep gradients of up to 30% in the tunnels between La Défense 
and Porte Maillot, and so on. 

For the reasons cited, NExTEO will include ATP (CBTC) with 
moving block, ATO (GoA2, for optimised regularity) and ATS 
(to provide real-time information to both the operators and the 
drivers). NExTEO will allow both equipped and non-equipped 
trains to run on the line, the NExTEO-equipped trains ‘cancelling’ 
or ignoring the lineside signal indications, whereas the non-
equipped trains will run with the driver observing the trackside 
signals.

Among the lessons already learnt are the use of CBTC within 
an existing layout and its environment, how to achieve the 
best compromises for operation and for maintenance, the right 
optimisation to find for ATS that will provide the performance 
and regularity in case of any sort of incident, and so on.

Q&A time
Finally came the time for questions and answers. This session 
was introduced by Gilbert Moens, IRSE Fellow and a long-time 
co-organiser of IRSE events in France and in the UK. Among the 
issues raised were the following questions, to which Saïd El-Fassi 
always found a satisfactory answer. In several cases these 
questions led to further discussions after the conference itself.

Will NExTEO principles also be applied later, on lines A to D of 
Paris RER for instance?
Yes, in due course.
Compared with RER Line A, where dwell time is restricted to 50 
seconds, will NExTEO have a similar limitation and how will the 
management assure the required headway of 108 seconds?
Yes. Details to follow.
Will there be new trains to meet the performance needs and 
new ad-hoc management training sessions?
Operations starting in 2023 will make use of the existing ‘MI’ 
trains but new rolling stock will be needed, with adequate 
traction and improved braking performance, both for adequate 

adhesion (and the possible needs to have electro-magnetic 
braking implemented), etc..
Which type of on-board signalling (ATP) will be used?
ETCS with KVB, and NExTEO facilities provided as an STM.
Another Q&A session and discussion was held on the subject of 
precise localisation and regulation of trains, especially in ATO 
mode.
After the conference (which ran from 17.20 to 18.30, inclusive 

of Qs&As) everybody regrouped for drinks and petits fours, with 
some interesting networking and discussions taking place. The 
outcome of this initial meeting was extremely encouraging, with 
close-on a dozen application forms completed.

The next gathering of the IRSE-FS will take place on 24 March 
2016 at the same location as this one. The topic will be the SGP 
— Société du Grand Paris1 — and its numerous projects for line 
extensions (e.g. Metro lines 11 and 14) and new lines (lines 15 to 
18) and plans for their planned operation, signalling, information 
technologies and so on.

For further information regarding the IRSE French Section, 
please contact Hugh Rochford at irsefrenchsection@gmail.com 
or look on the French Section page of the IRSE website at 
(www.irse.org) under the Near You tab, where you can also 
download the presentation from the meeting (in English).

1 The Société du Grand Paris is a development corporation charged with 
improving residents’ quality of life, addressing regional inequalities and 
building a sustainable city across the whole of the Paris metropolitan 
area. It aims to create a city of the future, at the heart of which lies an 
ambitious project to modernise the existing transport network and create 
a new automatic metro – the Grand Paris Express.

Saïd El-Fassi takes his place at the lectern to deliver the  
first IRSE-FS technical paper.

Mass transportation 
in dense traffic areas 

Figures of mass transportation in dense area increase the complexity

Some significant figures that signalling system 
has to cope with : 

Core area : ~ 20 km 

Distance between stations : > 2 km 

Maximum track grades: ~30°/°° 

Train speed : 120 km/h between station 

Train length : 240 m (10 coaches train consist) 

Train capacity : ~2500 passengers 

At station, during peak hour : > 65 000 
passengers per direction 

At some stations, 
passenger flow is 

over 250 A380s per 
hour!

The presentation included some impressive statistics shown in an 
unusual, and easily understood, way.

An impressive number of IRSE past-presidents celebrated the event 
over an equally impressive looking dinner.
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Boutique La Vie du Rail

Gare Saint-Lazare,  
13 rue d’Amsterdam, Paris, France

Signalisation et automatismes ferroviaires /
Railway Signalling and Automation
The bible of European railway signalling and automation as a book in three 
volumes.

This bilingual (French and English) book, first published two years ago, explores 
signalling and automation for main lines and urban transport (metros and 
tramways). Eleven specialists in rail operation and construction as well as in 
academia produced the book in three volumes. Intended originally for students 
on the French Railway and Urban Transport Systems master’s degree course, it is 
clearly of great value to rail professionals as well.

Copies cost €75 per volume from:

The authors are expert engineers from French rail networks (SNCF and RATP), the signalling 
industry (Alstom, Ansaldo-STS, Siemens) and the Université de Technologie de Compiègne (UTC).

The book comprises three Parts, each of which has its own particular focus. Part I looks at the 
general aspects of railway signalling and automation within their environment. Part II describes the 
main functions. Part III deals with practical example applications, showing how different systems 
actually operate.

Published in three volumes, the first volume encompasses Part I and the beginning of Part II, the 
second volume terminates Part II and the third volume corresponds to Part III.

Part I focuses on the environment of railway signalling : railway ‘philosophy’ of operating and 
maintenance rules, track points and crossings, electrification systems and rolling stocks, as well as 
different types of detectors.

Part II corresponds to the detailed description of the main function of railway signalling: train 
detection and location, signalling from the perspective of the driver, passenger protection, route 
control and spacing of trains, level crossings, cab signalling and speed control, centralised traffic 
control, signalling technologies, and the design, testing and maintenance of signalling installations.

Part III deals with practical applications showing how different products (track circuits, axle 
counters, point machines, signals etc.) and systems (control centres, speed control systems, 
automated systems etc.) actually operate. Two chapters of this Part are devoted to ERTMS and 
CBTC systems.

Format : 220 mm x 270 mm; 300 pages (Volumes 1 & 2), 400 pages (Volume 3).

Volume 1 ISBN 978-2-918758-48-8, Volume 2 ISBN 978-2-918758-63-1, Volume 3 ISBN 978-2-918758-64-8.

La Vie du Rail

Victoria Irizar, Directrice Commerciale, 
11, rue de Milan, 75009 Paris, France

Tél. : +33 1 49 70 12 48

Fax : +33 1 49 70 12 13  

Email: victoria.irizar@laviedurail.com

Contact Victoria for postage costs.

Also available at the same price from 
Amazon France, www.amazon.fr.
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INDONESIAN SECTION
Report on the IRSE ASEAN Seminar,  

26 November 2015, Bandung, Indonesia
Toni Surakusumah, Secretary IRSE Indonesian Section

The IRSE ASEAN Seminar held in Bandung, Indonesia, on 
26 November 2015 had the objective of facilitating interaction 
between the rail regulator, operators and the railway industry 
to address the need for introducing modern railway technology 
solutions in the country.  The prime focus of the seminar was 
securing provision of appropriate legal regulations to enable 
work to proceed, the technology solutions, and most importantly, 
the development of expertise for the signalling projects.

In Indonesia, the stakeholders involved with transportation 
systems — and railways in particular — are working hard to 
develop, design and implement mass transportation systems 
to solve the problem of traffic congestion in many major cities 
in Indonesia. For passengers, the planning of MRT (mass rapid 
transit) routes in Jakarta (Phase 1) is in progress, and LRT (light 
rail transit) routes are also being planned in Jakarta and other 
cities together with the High Speed Line between Jakarta and 
Bandung. Planning for urban transport to reduce congestion and 
building railway infrastructure in developing cities have become 
a necessity and there are widespread expectations of rapid 
implementation.  

Central to all this work is the provision of signalling, 
telecommunications and traffic management systems. After the 
double-tracking of the northern line in Java was completed in 
2013, railway traffic increased significantly.  But there is still a 
need to increase safety and to avoid driver error. To achieve 
this, the first Automatic Train Protection (ATP) installation will be 
introduced on the main line. CBTC and ETCS solutions (which 
include ATP) will be introduced for LRT, MRT and high speed 
routes.

Developing new skills
All this work will challenge the signalling and telecommunications 
profession in Indonesia, requiring additional expertise across 
a range of activities including design, construction and 
maintenance. The main challenge is to develop the expertise and 
competence of local staff and to improve the capability of local 
industry to deliver the new projects cost-effectively.

According to a study conducted by Bappenas (the National 
Planning Agency Institute) for the railway sector, this will 
require the recruitment and development of many thousands of 
engineers and operators between now and 2030, in addition to 
which the resource required for construction is estimated to be 
more than 7,000 persons.

In response the Indonesian government has established 
a railway academy for developing human resources for rail 
operations.  The IRSE in Indonesia has also noted that graduate 
or post-graduate students will be required for a research institute 
dealing with railway signalling and telecommunications. The 
involvement of universities and training institutes is seen as 
essential to eliminate the gap between demand and supply 
of people. The plan is that universities, the railway academy, 
the IRSE and training institutes should collaborate on a human 
resources development programme.

In Indonesia the IRSE is keen to facilitate cooperation to 
develop a human resource capability for signalling, and at the 
Seminar a memorandum of understanding was signed between 
three parties: the IRSE, the Institute of Technology in Bandung, 
and the University of Birmingham in the UK. The IRSE is also keen 
to promote the use of the Licensing Scheme in Indonesia as a 
means of assuring the competence of designers, installers and 
testers working on signalling projects.

During the proceedings the Indonesian Government 
announced its intention to open the way for the development 
and application of new rail technology solutions in Indonesia 
by preparing appropriate legal regulations.  Presenters from 
Malaysia shared their experiences as one of the countries that 
had introduced train control technology in advance of Indonesia. 
They emphasised the high levels of reliability (99.7%) achieved.

A brief lull between sessions at the seminar.  
Photo Francis How.
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SWISS SECTION
Sorting wagons and interfacing  
the interlockings near Lausanne

George Raymond

IRSE SWISS SECTION

On 13 November 2015, at the Lausanne marshalling yard of 
Swiss Federal Railways (SBB), six speakers presented technology 
for sorting wagons by destination and for creating interfaces 
between interlockings of different makers and generations.  In 
their audience were 24 members and three guests of the IRSE 
Swiss Section. 

René Julmy of Siemens told us that operating Lausanne 
marshalling yard involves interactions among the following 
components: 

• SBB’s Cargo Information System (CIS), which contains the 
current consists (train formation details) of trains moving over 
the main line.  

• SBB’s Train Number (ZN) system, which allows each train to 
transmit its number to trackside readers for automatic routing 
on the main-line network. 

• The consist-checking system ARKOS, which checks that 
each inbound train contains the wagons that CIS thinks it 
does, in the right order, on the basis of axle weights and 
spacing.  ARKOS replaced the employee who would walk 
along the train with a dictating machine. 

• A Siemens CM100 yard control system, which takes a 
verified inbound consist and assigns each wagon to a yard 
track corresponding to the wagon’s destination.  The system 
also takes account of placement rules for dangerous goods 
within outbound trains.  The CM100 then prints a list telling 
an employee which wagons in the inbound train to uncouple 
as they approach the hump. 

• A Siemens Trackguard MSR32 hump-control system, which 
uses the track assignment plan from the CM100 to guide the 
driver of the locomotive that pushes the train over the hump.  
(At SBB’s Limmattal marshalling yard near Zurich, which sorts 
about 3,000 wagons a day compared to Lausanne’s 1,000, 
the hump system controls the locomotive directly.)  

As wagons approach the hump, the MRS32 again checks axle 
weights and spacing, and verifies uncoupling.  Some hump-yard 
systems also check the wind speed.  The MRS32 then calculates 
how long and how hard to apply the yard’s retarders (track 
brakes) to the wheels of each wagon as it descends the hump.  
The safety integrity level of the MRS32 is SIL 2, not SIL 4. 

Point reversal in 0.8 seconds
In Lausanne, retarders on five primary tracks slow the progress of 
wagons as they roll toward one of 38 destination tracks.  As each 
wagon or group descends the hump, the MSR32 monitors wagon 
speed and position and recalculates retarder application.  As they 
descend the hump, wagons must roll at the right speed.  Once a 
wagon group has cleared a set of points, the MRS32 can reverse 
their position within about 0.8 seconds.  But if wagons roll too 
fast or too slowly, the MRS32 may not have time to reverse points 
between two wagon groups.  In this case, the MRS32 freezes the 
points.  This sends the second wagon group onto the same track 
as its predecessor.  A locomotive must then re-shunt it onto the 
correct track.  

On a wagon’s destination track, a field worker manually places a 
‘skate’ on the rail to stop the wagon in the right place.  Wagons 
rolling too fast could cause wagon or cargo damage or continue 

Below, the Lausanne yard sorts most wagons at night.  
Photo Bob de Graffenried, surlevif.ch
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past the far end of the destination track.  (Some European yards 
have installed additional retarders in these positions to prevent 
wagons from fouling exit points.) 

SBB’s busier yards in Limmattal (Zurich) and Muttenz (Basel) 
have additional devices that Lausanne lacks.  They replace the 
manual placement of skates: 

• A retarder at the entry of each destination track slows each 
wagon, so that it stops just short of other wagons already on 
the track; 

• When wagons stop too soon, low carts running between the 
rails pull wagons to group them. 

Mr Julmy said that on a destination track in a Russian or North 
American yard, wagons’ automatic couplers attach arriving 
wagons to those already there, whereas in a European yard, 
wagons’ buffers push them apart. But on the approach to the 
hump, uncoupling European wagons is easier. 

Interfaces between interlockings:  operator 
requirements
Patrick Sonderegger of Thales described the Swiss network’s 
heavy traffic levels and the resulting need for reliability in 
interlockings.  On some lines, they must also integrate ETCS 
Level 2 functionality.  Heavy traffic also leaves ever-smaller 
windows  of opportunity for testing new interlockings and their 
interfaces.  This requires fast switching back and forth between 
the new and old system.  Operators also require that any changes 
in interlocking technology entail minimal down time for the re-
training of dispatchers.  

Marc Pellaton, also from Thales, described the implementation 
of an Elektra electronic interlocking for the Denges main-line 
junction, which lies parallel to the Lausanne marshalling yard on 
SBB’s Geneva–Lausanne line.  Due to enter service in April 2016, 
it will interface with four neighbouring Siemens interlockings of 
three different generations.  Unlike on other parts of the Swiss 
network, trains have no alternative route between Geneva and 
Lausanne if there’s a problem.  Operators are consequently 
concerned whether the interlockings can deal with disturbances 
and ask questions such as:  “Can a train be signalled through an 
occupied block?”

Interfaces between interlockings:  technical 
requirements
Mr Pellaton noted that SBB’s procurement policy allows mixing 
interlockings of various generations and suppliers along a line.  
Replacing several small interlockings with a bigger one is difficult 

whenever adjacent interlockings have not reached the end of 
their economic life.   Mr Sonderegger said that keeping older 
interlockings in service is sometimes cheaper than replacing 
them.  But SBB then strives to modify them as little as possible.  

This creates a need for intelligent interfaces between 
interlockings of different makers and different generations, 
based on ‘quasi-standards’.  The design of such interfaces must 
follow CENELEC standards, but can take advantage of TCP/
IP technology.  An interface system must also be as generic 
and pre-tested as possible.  Simplifying and standardising the 
implementation process makes errors less likely. 

Relay coils at 56° C
Christian Elfeber of Sigdata presented one of his company’s 
specialties:  its eLogic interfaces that link Thales and Siemens 
interlockings.  Since August 2014, Sigdata has worked on such 
projects at ten places in Switzerland, in all three main language 
zones.  At Denges junction, which links two main-line routes 
and provides access to the parallel Lausanne marshalling yard, 
Sigdata is implementing interfaces between Denges’s new 
Thales Elektra interlocking and three generations of Siemens 
interlockings. 

Mr Elfeber said that the more complex an interlocking, the 
greater the potential savings from using electronic technology 
instead of relays for its interfaces.  An electronic interface also 
avoids the energy use and unproductive heat generated by 
relays, whose coils can reach 56° C.  

Parameters instead of programming
Sigdata’s eLogic interfaces have separate cards for generic and 
specific parts.  To adapt eLogic to a specific interlocking, the 
developer mostly uses a graphical interface to set parameters 
instead of programming.  

In its role as an intelligent link between interlockings, the eLogic 
interface duplicates all processing steps in two independent 
strings of complex programmable logic devices (CPLDs) and 
uses a patented method to compare and combine the resulting 
instructions at the last moment before forwarding them to the 
neighbouring interlocking. 

“We are just the postal service,” Mr Elfeber said, “but we do 
check the information in each letter to make sure it doesn’t give 
the recipient a heart attack.” 

Christian Elfeber of Sigdata was the afternoon’s lead organiser.   
Photo Pierre-Noël Rietsch. 

Between segments of the technical visit.   
Photo Pierre-Noël Rietsch. 
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Just two Ethernet cables
Mr Sonderegger of Thales said that whereas conventional 
interfaces between Siemens and Thales interlockings require up 
to 36 wires, the eLogic interface needs only two Ethernet cables, 
one of which is intentionally redundant.  To take advantage of 
ever-shorter testing windows, eLogic can be unplugged and 
plugged easily. 

Mr Pellaton of Thales said that Denges junction’s Elektra 
interlocking governs 41 signals, 42 ground signals and 17 sets 
of points.  It will enter service in April 2016; installation and 
testing began a year earlier.  It replaces an SpDrS60-SBB dating 
from 1974. The eLogic interfaces correspond to the following 11 
tracks, which link the Elektra with Siemens interlockings of three 
generations.

Number 
of tracks

Siemens 
interlocking 
generation

Zone Direction from 
Denges junction

2 SIMIS-C Morges Southwest towards 
Geneva

3 Domino 67 Renens East towards 
Lausanne

1 SpDrS60-SBB Bussigny North towards 
Yverdon

5 SpDrS60-SBB Lausanne 
marshalling 

yard

Parallel to and 
southeast of Denges 
junction

Dispatchers in the Lausanne regional centre control all these 
interlockings via a Siemens ILTIS system. 

Most of these tracks have eBlock interfaces, which essentially 
just say the track is clear but transmit no route information.  But 
four of the tracks into the Lausanne yard have eFAP interfaces, 
which also transmit route information for both through trains and 
shunting. Both the eBlock and eFAP units use the eLogic system.

The SpDrS60 interlockings are the oldest.  Mr Julmy said that 
Siemens still has models of all generations of interlocking systems 
running at their development centre in Braunschweig, Germany.  
Computer generations are shortening from ten to five years. 

Linking solid and stranded wire
As we toured the equipment room, all displays were on flat 
screens except an old schematic board over the door, whose 
lights show the status of the current Denges interlocking.  
In designing its interface, Sigdata also faced the challenge 

of linking solid and stranded wire. Siemens’ standards for 
the SpDrS60 require that interface wires be solid copper and 
soldered to the interlocking.  But Sigdata’s eLogic system 
needed stranded wire, which is more supple than solid wire 
when many wires are combined in a cable.  We saw Sigdata’s 
solution: a board lined with crimp receptacles for both the 
solid and stranded wires.  It provides one-to-one and one-to-
many connections as needed and obeys SpDrS60 rules for wire 
numbering.

President’s remarks
President Daniel Pixley said that the Swiss Section now has 56 
individual and nine corporate members, and asked us to check 
the IRSE website for the Section’s 2016 events: 

• 11 March, Sargans:  Visit to a historic mine and tunnel railway 
and the Swiss Section’s annual meeting;

• 3 June, Olten:  Paper session on international signalling;
• 21 September, Berlin:  Swiss Section evening at InnoTrans;
• 11 November, Zurich:  Visit to cable-worked airport people 

mover.

Five principal tracks and their retarders (track brakes) lead to 
Lausanne marshalling yard’s 38 destination tracks.   

Photo copyright Google Earth, used with permission. 

Dieter Kaupp, former lead developer of hump-yard control for 
Siemens in Switzerland, presented the Lausanne yard’s five retarders.  

The main-line tracks of Denges junction are in the far background.  
Photo George Raymond. 

A lively discussion. Photo George Raymond. 
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YORK SECTION
December Paper: Keighley & Worth Valley Railway  

— The next generation, by Bruce MacDougall
Tony Pinkstone

Grace Nodes welcomed members and guests to the December 
meeting on Thursday 10 December 2015, at George Stephenson 
House in York. Quentin Macdonald, the York Section Chairman, 
was undergoing surgery in hospital and following a successful 
operation, is now doing well and recovering at home.

Grace then introduced the speaker, Bruce MacDougall, who 
began his career with the S&T Department of British Rail, worked 
for MTR in Hong Kong, returned to Network Rail, retired as a 
Principal Signal Engineer and now does occasional consultancy. 
He has been involved in some way with the railway that was the 
subject of the night’s paper for 50 years. Bruce then presented 
his paper on ‘The Keighley and Worth Valley Railway — The 
Next Generation’. The K&WVR is coming up to 50 years as 
a preserved railway. Bruce gave a short history of the railway 
from its inception, and then described its development, current 
position and issues for its future. The railway opened in 1867 as a 
single line branch serving the local mills, and was predominately 
a freight railway. It was vested into the Midland Railway in 1881.  
After its peak at the turn of the twentieth century, traffic declined 
over the years, culminating in closure in 1962. The line was 
purchased outright the same year with a loan repayable over 25 
years and re-opened in 1968. The track was wooden sleepers on 
ash ballast.  The first 10-year track plan rationalised pointwork 
and started a relaying programme. Stone ballast was delivered in 
BR ballast wagons. Flat bottom rail on concrete sleepers, tamped 
and with some welding is now common and the future is with 
more measured condition-based maintenance.

26 of 32 bridges remain and an early agreement with the local 
authorities was made regarding road bridge maintenance. River 
Bridge 27 at Haworth will be a major future renewal job.

Regarding motive power, the line was initially living off the 
remaining life of the locomotives purchased, but major work is 
now needed on the fleet.  There is now a machine shop and a 
three-road engine shed. Some boiler work and wheel turning 
is contracted out and two full-time paid fitters are employed. 
The cost of a typical rebuild is around £300,000. Expansion and 
improvements are planned for the loco facilities at Haworth.

Initially the passenger service rolling stock was a collection of 
museum pieces, but when large numbers of BR Mk 1 vehicles 
became available cheaply, the older stock was withdrawn. Now 
fully restored, it is housed in the railway’s museums. However, 
the Mk 1 stock is now showing its age too and requires extensive 
refurbishment including panel replacement to the bodywork.

Bruce then detailed the S&T assets, which started with ground 
frames, with the early addition of the passing loop box at 
Damems. There are non-operational signalboxes at Keighley 
and Haworth, with a scheme for Keighley in the early stages. At 
slack times, the whole line can be worked by One-Train Working, 
Damems cabin being switched out.

The railway runs for 200 days in each year, sells 100,000 tickets 
and has a turnover of around £1.5 million. As well as ‘Santa 
Specials’, there are now Cream Tea and Fish and Chip Special 

trains, which are proving good earners. Steam Galas may 
become more challenging, as the cost and difficulties of moving 
visiting locomotives increase and the steam enthusiasts start to 
die out.

Bruce finally gave details of how the organisation had 
developed over the years from a simple ‘democratic workers’ 
co-operative’, to the present Keighley and Worth Valley Railway 
Preservation Society Ltd, which is a charitable company. The 
Keighley and Worth Valley Light Railway Ltd remains the 
subsidiary responsible for operations. 

The vote of thanks was given by Doug Gillanders, who 
congratulated Bruce on a very entertaining and informative 
paper. There were 19 members present.

Two views of Damems signalbox on the  
Keighley & Worth Valley Railway. The second shows an unusual 

visitor, a Class 43 High Speed Train, in the passing loop.
Photos Keighley & Worth Valley Railway. 
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FEEDBACK
Geographical Circuits, 1965
I thoroughly enjoyed Tony Rowbotham’s reminiscences 
(issue 214, 9/2015). His mention of testing of geographical 
systems took me right back to my time assisting with the 
commissioning and ‘bedding in’ of Willesden power signal box 
(PSB) in 1965, an SGE installation.

For the two weeks after commissioning I was on 12-hour day 
shifts providing cover for any problems that might arise, a very 
busy period indeed. I turned up on the Saturday morning, after 
five days of hectic operation, to hear of a very serious incident 
the night before. A Down sleeper train had come along the Slow 
and crossed over to the Fast, at near full speed, through the 
25 mph (40 km/h) double crossover and come to an emergency 
stand in Wembley station, the driver apparently shaking like a 
leaf.

It appears the train had full ‘greens’ up to and including the 
junction signal, and the first clue that the driver had that he was 
diverging was seeing the router off on approaching the signal. 
This signal was now being kept at red until trains were close to it.

Saturday. The offices were shut, so no help there. My first 
thoughts were to try to trace where a false feed could have 
come from. I found circuit drawings just consisted of diagrams 
of connections between geographical units and of the units 
themselves. I found it near-impossible to discern even the proper 
route for picking the HR (yellow aspect relay), never mind an 
irregular one. After all day I just gave up!

The next day (Sunday) I agreed with the signalmen that I would 
clear the problem route when no Down trains were approaching, 
and watch the signal. Before the commissioning I had done a full 
principles test as a back up to that done by the official testers, so 
was very familiar with the box. I had demonstrated the working 
of the box to the signalmen-to-be, running mock trains through 
using the test boxes, and had assisted them during the hectic 
first few days, and was fully trusted by them.

I watched all day Sunday. At about 4.00 pm, bingo! The signal 
cleared with no approach control. This coincided with a freight 
train leaving the yard and onto the Down Slow beyond the 
double junction.

On Monday morning I rang Carlow Street, the British Railways 
(BR) regional New Works design office. A chap there had been 
working on the problem and was about to ring me to check 
out exactly what I had just discovered! A subsidiary signal, 
preselected in some routes from both signals (that of the freight 
and the problematic one on the Down Slow) was giving a back 
feed. It appears that he was the only person on BR who had 
any understanding of the SGE geographical system, and, after 
some diligent checking, had managed to find the cause of the 
problem.

The situation was far more alarming that it first appeared, 
not just the lack of approach clearing. The back feed cut out 
all controls! There would have been a green even if the points 
were ‘half cock’ with no detection, or if a train had occupied the 
track in Wembley station, that would have been struck at maybe 
40mph. Just imagine the consequences and follow-up if that 
had actually happened! It certainly brought home to me our 
responsibilities.

In a similar vein I heard that at a new PSB further north 
(Bletchley?) a train that was intended to travel along the Fast 
at full speed was actually routed from Fast to Slow and back to 
the Fast through two sets of crossovers reverse, with full greens, 
no approach control, and no route indicator. It appeared that 
the approach controls and router just checked for the final 
destination, regardless of the widely differing speeds of the 
alternative routes to get there!

What is to be learned from all this? However much one tests, 
the tests cannot be fully relied upon to fully detect any design 
deficiencies. All designers and testers need to fully understand 
the systems that they are working on. This clearly was not so with 
the SGE (and other?) geographical systems of the day. Design 
integrity is paramount regardless of testing.

Thanks Tony for evoking memories of my time on BR before 
leaving for overseas in 1965.

David Thornber

Severn Tunnel
The history and constructional features of the Severn Tunnel 
(under the UK’s River Severn between Bristol and Cardiff), are 
well documented elsewhere but it is often underestimated by 
newcomers. It can be a dangerous and challenging environment, 
justifying a cautious approach.

The following details are based on lengthy experience of 
installing and maintaining S&T equipment in the tunnel up to 
1981. It does not, therefore, reflect the introduction of ATP on 
the route, in the mid-1980s.

The tunnel represents about 4.25 miles (7 km) of main-line, 
double track railway where access is difficult and communications 
problematic.  It is accessible only at each end and at one place 
roughly mid-way, at the Sudbrook pumping station, by ladder. 
For this reason, considerations of emergency situations such as a 
broken down train, outbreak of fire on a train, etc. have occupied 
the minds of railway operators for a century. Indeed, special 
emergency equipment was at one time held at Pilning, at the 
eastern end of the tunnel, including banking engines for assisting 
freight trains ascending the incline from the bottom of the tunnel. 
Similar provision was made at the western end, at Severn Tunnel 
Junction. Throughout the 1970s, joint exercises involving the 
public fire and rescue services, were carried out annually, usually 
with a scenario of a blazing train stranded with passengers 
somewhere within the tunnel. It is possible these exercises are 
still carried out, particularly in the current climate of security 
awareness elsewhere. With electrification, special thought may 
be necessary to the 25kV isolation requirements in the tunnel, in 
circumstances of emergency access.

Communications with people within the tunnel were unreliable, 
if even possible. Once staff entered the tunnel, their only contact 
with the outside world was dependent upon an emergency 
telephone circuit to the controlling signalling centre at the 
western end. Unauthorised private experiments in the 1970s 
with a communications system actually designed for use in tall 
buildings using the steel reinforcement, in this case the rails, were 
unsuccessful due to the presence of insulated joints in the track. 
With the removal of the insulated joints, such a technique might 
be reconsidered.

The pumping station has two main functions. Firstly to remove 
the output of a permanent freshwater spring (the Great Spring), 
which would otherwise flood the tunnel. At one time, this 
water was piped to supply the Llanwern Steelworks and some 
commercial premises at surface level but this is now discharged 
continuously into the Severn Estuary. The flooding effect on 
the railway in the event of a catastrophic failure of the pumps is 
never publicised but it may be assumed that the tunnel would be 
impassable within a short period in such circumstances.

The second function is to ventilate the tunnel. Originally fans 
were provided to exhaust the fumes and smoke from the steam 
locomotives of the day. However the corrosive nature of these 
fumes rapidly eroded the fan blades and control gear. The fan 
operation was therefore converted to blow outside air into 
the tunnel whereby the fumes were dispersed into the open 
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air at each end. The incoming air is drawn from an external 
estuarial environment and the cumulative effect of this is to 
produce a saline deposit throughout the fabric of the tunnel. 
The atmosphere in the tunnel is salt-laden and inhibits the use 
of delicate electrical equipment; a soldered wiring joint in this 
environment can be expected to fail within a few months. For 
this reason, every effort has been made to minimise or avoid 
the installation of signalling equipment in the tunnel. Even 
the few stop signals once installed there have been removed 
and, as a result, the tunnel length now represents the ruling 
headway distance between Paddington and South Wales, with a 
corresponding effect on line capacity.

At first sight, apart from a few small isolated cases of water 
seepage, this is a dry tunnel. However, this is a misleading 
impression and in conditions of high humidity the whole tunnel 
appears to sweat. The ballast is impregnated with salt and the 
electrical resistance between the rails may be negligible.  In some 
areas, a small voltage can even be measured between the rails.  
Train detection methods based on track circuits have always been 
difficult and unreliable and, since the early 1990s, train detection 
using axle counters has been more successful and these have 
replaced the track circuits. The axle counter equipment has been 
placed outside the tunnel limits, thus removing this from the 
hostile environment. It has been said, the effect on the Pandrol 
rail fastenings of the track is to produce a crystalline structure in 
the metal to the point where these become brittle and prone to 
failure. Conventional fixings against the brick-lined walls of the 
tunnel were generally affected by corrosion within a fairly short 
period, although stainless steel bolts gave an improved life. 

There was an emergency telephone circuit, situated in suitable 
refuge recesses, at intervals along the tunnel walls and this 
communicated with the controlling operating centre. Special 
instruments, said to be based on a marine specification, were 
employed in an attempt to forestall corrosion. There was also 
a ‘tell-tale’ wire extending along the tunnel walls which, when 
broken by an engine driver, would give an alarm of a failed 
train to the control centre. Over a period of time, both these 
emergency features required more than usual maintenance. In 
recent years, a limited amount of illumination has been provided 
in the tunnel. However, the power supply for this has not been 
derived from hydro-generators, as once suggested, to exploit the 
continuous flow of fresh water at the pumping station.

The main cable route extends the whole length of the tunnel. 
This route, which is on the down side of the line, comprises a 
series of steel hangers fixed to the tunnel wall about 3.5 metres 
above rail level, using plastic plugs and inserts that have proved 

very effective as fastenings. At the eastern end of the tunnel, 
in 1980, the cable route also accommodated a number of 
communication cables belonging to British Telecom, over a 
distance of approximately 800 metres. If these still exist, special 
consideration may be necessary to immunising these circuits 
against the effects of traction-induced interference, once the line 
is electrified.

Historically, each winter weekend, the Civil Engineer has taken 
full possession of the railway through the tunnel for essential 
maintenance purposes. During this period, train services are then 
diverted via Gloucester and Kemble to Swindon. The singling 
of the line between Kemble and Swindon, introduced in 1968, 
was found to give operational problems in the following winter 
and the original plans to single the line throughout to Gloucester 
were abandoned. The line capacity has been restored following 
the re-doubling of the Swindon/Kemble line in 2015.  It has 
to be assumed that, in the absence of electrification over the 
Gloucester/Swindon route, diverted traffic from South Wales 
would be diesel-hauled in the future.

The Severn Tunnel is not to be compared with Eurotunnel or 
London Underground. It is a construction over 100 years old, 
built to Victorian standards that have served well. It is unique. 
Any time spent by the newcomer in a careful look at the 
implications and demands of future electrification and ERTMS will 
be worthwhile.

Mike Page

Editorial footnote

The British Telecom (BT) trunk cable that Mike mentions above 
was once involved in an amusing confrontation between British 
Rail and BT. The need to provide adequate data channels for 
the TOPS (Total Operations Processing System, a prime source 
of train operation data such as destination, load and location) 
network together with the desirability of an alternative cable 
route avoiding the Severn Tunnel had led British Rail to apply for 
permission to erect a microwave link from Western-super-Mare 
to Brunel House in Cardiff. BR had a legal right to do this if BT 
could not provide comparable capacity within a given timeframe. 
Telecom objected to the proposal, claiming it could provide 
route diversity for BR without the need for new microwave links. 
What BT forgot was that its main cable route into South Wales 
ran directly alongside the BR cable — through the Severn Tunnel! 
In the event, British Rail abandoned its plans for a microwave link 
and installed new cables via Gloucester and Chepstow instead.
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Simplified sketch map of the main rail routes around the Severn 
Estuary showing key stations referred to in Mike Page’s letter.

The English portal of the Severn Tunnel.  
Photo Brettpal, Wikimedia Commons.
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‘IRSE NEWS’ NEWS
Introducing David Fenner

As mentioned in the November 
issue of IRSE NEWS we are 
delighted to welcome a number of 
new Assistant Editors to the team. 
One of those is David Fenner.

Prior to retirement David spent 
just over 40 years in railway 
signalling, working for British Rail 
and its successor organisations 
since 1968. The majority of 
his career was spent with new 
technology, developing and 

approving systems to enhance operation or safety 
of the railway network.  After training, his initial career was on 
the Southern Region of British Rail. His work revolved around 
computer systems for train describers and passenger information, 
which during the 1970s were fairly novel pieces of equipment.  
He subsequently moved to the London Midland Region, again 
involved in the application of computers to train describers prior 
to a spell as Signalling Scheme Development Engineer.  This 
provided a stepping stone to work at British Rail HQ, where he 
was involved with the development of VDU display systems for 
signallers in Integrated Electronic Control Centres (IECCs), in 
particular for automatic route setting.  This spell also gave him 
the opportunity to understand more about the risks associated 
with level crossings, as it was shortly after the serious accident at 
Lockington and the subsequent review of open crossings.  

After a short period developing computer-aided design and 
management systems, David was appointed Development 
Engineer for Regional Railways.  Here he led the approval-to-
operate process for the Class 323 electrical multiple unit trains, 
the first three-phase drive with regenerative braking EMU train 
to operate on the national network.  In addition he led the 
investigation and development of additional means of ensuring 
track circuit operation during the leaf fall season for modern 
diesel multiple unit trains.  

When Railtrack was established, David was appointed Electrical 
Systems Development Engineer, with a remit to develop 
improvements to many electrical systems, from overhead line to 
signalling and telecommunications systems.  His most notable 
activity during this period was the development and subsequent 
application of the Train Protection & Warning System (TPWS) 
following the government’s agreement that Automatic Train 
Protection (ATP) systems were unaffordable for installation across 
the network.  This involvement with train protection systems 
lasted for the remainder of his career, firstly through application 
of TPWS under Network Rail and then reviewing the methods of 
implementation of the European Rail Traffic Management System 
(ERTMS) and the opportunities it might offer. This culminated in 
working on the approval for use of ERTMS on the Cambrian Line 
pilot trial.  In summary, his career was built around development 
opportunities and was one that he enjoyed.

BOOK REVIEW

The Functions and Organisation 
of the Midland Railway Engineer’s 

Department
by A E Overton and R F Burrows

Available from Andrew Cholerton, MRS Sales Officer, 
High View House, Roade Hill, Ashton, Northampton. NN7 2JH  

(e-mail: booksales@midlandrailwaysociety.org.uk )

Price £12.95 plus £2 contribution towards p & p.  
Cheques payable to ‘The Midland Railway Society’  

or e-mail for PayPal details.

If you’re thinking ‘not another book on signalling!’, you’re 
right.  This recent publication from the Midland Railway Society 
is definitely not just another book on signalling; it is unique 
because it takes an entirely new approach to the subject. For 
instead of discussing the practice of signals and telegraphs, 
it examines the organisation and day-to-day operation of one 
railway’s signal engineering department in the period 1850–1923. 
Coverage includes management matters, signal construction 
and erection, the running of telegraph offices, the disposition of 
district construction and maintenance areas and the specialist 
rolling stock used for engineering operations. 

Written by two SMEs (subject matter experts), it is a highly 
detailed ‘nuts and bolts’ engineering study that in addition tells 
the human story, not only of management luminaries such as 
W E Langdon and W C Acfield  but also of the equally important 
teams who toiled outdoors. An entire chapter is devoted to the 
Signal Works at Derby too. 

What sets this A4-format book apart is the sumptuous printing 
(on 84 pages of heavy, glossy art paper) and the superb 
reproduction of rare photographs, many of which have never 
been seen in print. A few are in colour, illustrating unusual block 
instruments and signal repeaters.

Every page of this book is crammed with information, meaning 
its greatest appeal will be to specialist readers with a historical 
interest. The glorious photos and diagrams ensure that it is 
not a dry book, however, and even the casual reader would 
find interest in contrasting today’s high technology with the 
means and methods of over a century ago. At £12.95 the book 
represents very fair value for money. [AE]

Appropriate attire for signalling staff, 1893-style.


